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Conference Overview 
  

  Tuesday, 26 June   Wednesday, 27 June   Thursday, 28 June 

830 Registration &   Please note concurrent sessions   

 Coffee      

   900 Plenary 3:   900 Plenary 5: 

    Daiqin Li   Matthew Symonds 

930 Welcome       

945 Plenary 1: 945 Contributed Talks:  Contributed Talks:  945 Contributed Talks: 

 Anne Peters  (Auditorium) (Acacia Room)  Parental 

   Nutrition   Social Ecology 2     Investment 

1030 Coffee      

        

1100 Contributed Talks: 1100 Coffee   1100 Coffee 

 Vocalisations         

  1130 Contributed Talks:  Contributed Talks:  1130 Contributed Talks: 

   (Auditorium) (Acacia Room)  Personality 

   Visual Ecology  Animal     

       Movements 1   

1230 Lunch &  1230 Lunch   1230 Lunch &  

 Poster Session 1       Poster Session 2 

           

           

   1330 Plenary 4:      

    Ben Phillips     

1400 Plenary 2:       

 Misha Vorobyev 1415 Contributed Talks:  Contributed Talks:     

   (Auditorium) (Acacia Room) 1430 Contributed Talks: 

1445 Contributed Talks:  Signalling 1  Animal  Foraging 

 Animal       Movements 2     

    Colouration      

  1530 Coffee     

         

1600 Coffee 1600 Contributed Talks:  Contributed Talks:  1600 Move to Costa Hall 

    (Auditorium) (Acacia Room)   

1630 Contributed Talks:  Signalling 2     Reproductive    

 Social Ecology 1      Behaviour      

       

       

  1730 Walk to Geelong Golf Club 1730 Public Lecture 

      (Costa Hall) 

1800 Day End 1800 ASSAB Annual General Meeting   

   (Bar of Geelong Golf Club)   

     1830 Conference Dinner 

      (Ford Discovery 

  1900 Day End         Centre) 

        

     2400 Conference End 

       

*All sessions will be held in the Geelong Conference Centre Auditorium unless otherwise noted. 
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Welcome 
 
On behalf of the ASSAB 2012 Local Organising Committee, welcome to ASSAB 2012! 
  
Animal behaviour research is alive and well in Australasia as evidenced by the fantastic collection 
of talks and posters we have at this conference.  With delegates from universities across 
Australasia, we have the ingredients for a vibrant and stimulating three days. We do appreciate 
your support for this event by traveling from afar – or even from Melbourne – and we hope you 
will have a memorable and enjoyable few days here in Geelong.   
  
In putting together a conference of this kind two aspects are crucial – an efficient and energetic 
organising team, and adequate sponsorship, and we have been fortunate to have both.  For 
sponsorship, I would especially like to acknowledge the generous support from Deakin’s Centre 
for Integrative Ecology, and the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research).  We would also like to thank 
ASSAB’s Board both for giving us the opportunity to host this conference and their support and 
advice along way.  Special thanks also to Kate Umbers for running the conference website so 
efficiently. 
  
We hope you enjoy ASSAB 2012, and we look forward to seeing you at future ASSAB 
conferences. 
  
Warm regards, 
 
Andy T.D. Bennett 
Chair, ASSAB 2012 Local Organizing Committee 

 
 
 
 
 

ASSAB 2012 Local Organizing Committee 
 

Andy TD Bennett (Chair) 
Natasha Kaukov (Administration) 

Matthew Berg (Chair,Post-Conference Excursion Group) 
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Joe Woodgate (Chair, Social Program Group) 

Christa Beckmann 
Gemma Cole 
Jessica Evans 
Kerry Fanson 

Ben Knott 
Milla Mihailova 

Raoul Ribot 
Lee Ann Rollins 
David Roshier 
Matt Symonds 
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 General Information 

Contributed Talks 

There are numerous talks and we have a packed program so it is essential that we keep to time.  
Your cooperation is sought for this in two main ways: 
 
(1) Please ensure you upload your talk the day before your presentation.  For those talking on 

Tuesday, please upload your talk as soon as possible after your arrival.  To upload your talk, 
report to the “Presentation Upload” table, located just outside the Auditorium.  Volunteers will 
assist with uploading presentations.  As advised already, please be sure your presentation is 
saved in Microsoft Powerpoint 2010 and is PC-compatible. 

 
(2) As advised already, oral presentations are limited to a maximum of 12 minutes and zero 
seconds for talking time, followed by 2 minutes for questions.  We need to stick to the 
schedule, so you will be cut off from talking at 12 minutes and zero seconds. 

 

Posters 

We request that all posters be mounted as soon as possible after your arrival on Tuesday 26 June.  
Each poster has been allocated a unique number (see page 52, or ask at the registration desk). 
Please be sure you mount your poster in the appropriately numbered location.  
 
All posters will be on display upstairs in the Mezzanine area for the duration of the conference.   
 
There will be two designated poster sessions: presenters with surnames starting with A-M 
should stand by their posters on Tuesday 26 June at lunch; presenters with surnames 
starting with N-Z should stand by their posters on Thursday 27 June at lunch.  We suggest 
presenters grab a plate of lunch, and then head to your poster. 
 
Posters need to be taken down before 1630 on Thursday, ie before you leave for the public lecture 
and conference dinner. 
 

Prizes for best Student Talks and Student Posters 

A panel will judge all talks and posters by students, and prizes will be announced at the conference 
dinner.   
 

Photo Competition 

We are once again running our semi-regular photo competition.  Photos will be displayed amidst 
the posters in the Mezzanine area.  If you have taken a interesting photo of your study animal (or 
any animal or scene), please add your photo to the Photo Competition Board.  Please be sure that 
your photo is clearly associated with one of the numbers on the board, and write your name on the 
back of the photo so we know who it belongs to.  Photos should be no larger than A4 size (300 x 
200 mm).  If you would like your photo back after voting is completed, please collect it before 
leaving for the public lecture on Thursday afternoon. 
 
You can vote for your favourite photo up until 2pm on Thursday, 28 June.  The ballot box and 
voting forms will be located at the Photo Competition Board.   
 
 

Questions and Assistance 

Conference volunteers and organizers will be wearing yellow name tags and are happy to assist 
you with any inquiries that you have.  
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Public Lecture and Conference Dinner 

This year’s conference will conclude with a public lecture given by ASSAB president, Professor 
Jochen Zeil.  The lecture will begin at 1730 at Costa Hall, located at Deakin University’s Geelong 
Waterfront campus. 
 
A bus will be available to take all delegates directly to the event.  The bus will depart from the 
Geelong Conference Centre at 1600, 1630, and 1700.  The bus seats ~55 people so everyone 
can take the bus over to the event if they wish.  We expect to begin the lecture promptly at 1730, 
and should be over by 1830. 

 
The ASSAB 2012 Conference Dinner will be held in the Ford Discovery Centre, located on the 
other side of the road from Costa Hall.  This impressive car museum captures an important element 
of Geelong's rich heritage and provides a rather unique venue for the conference dinner.  Enjoy an 
evening surrounded by historic cars and interactive exhibits.  This may be a once-in-a-lifetime 
experience, because Ford has recently decided to close this museum. 
 
You are invited to move to the Conference Dinner immediately after the public lecture for drinks and 
appetizers.  During dinner, there will be a brief awards ceremony for best student presentations.  
There will also be an after-dinner talk by Professor Paul Carter.  Then you can dance the night 
away amongst fascinating Ford memorabilia. 
 

Important Locations 

*Also see maps at back of program. 

Welcome Reception Geelong Conference Centre (GCC) Main Entrance 

Contributed Talks GCC Auditorium 

 
GCC Acacia Room (Wed. only) 

Coffee Breaks GCC Dining Room and Mezzanine 

Lunch GCC Dining Room 

Posters GCC Mezzanine 

Photo Competition GCC Mezzanine 

Trade Displays GCC Lounge Area  

Annual General 
Meeting 

Geelong East Golf Club bar 
(~100m north of the GCC) 

Public Lecture Costa Hall 
(Gheringhap & Brougham Streets, north-east corner) 

Conference Dinner Ford Discovery Centre 
(Gheringhap & Brougham Streets, north-west corner) 

 

Recipients of the 2012 ASSAB Student Research Grants 

Dani Chandrasoma (Macquarie University) 
Lun-Hsien Chang (Macquarie University) 
Scott Fabricant (Macquarie University) 
Gabriel Machovsky Capuska (Massey University) 
James Makinson (University of Sydney) 
James O’Hanlon (Macquarie University) 
Cory Toth (University of Auckland) 
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Suggestions for Where to Eat or Drink in Geelong 
 

*Please see http://g.co/maps/4hjus for a map. 
 

Restaurant Address Price range Style Other comments 

Carlton Hotel 21 Malop St 
$10 - 15 (bar)  
$21-33 (restaurant) 

Bar food 
Australian 

 

City Quarter Cunningham Pier $12 – 16 Pizza More of a bar than a place to eat. 

Bended Elbow 69 Yarra St $15 – 32 Bar food 
$15 steak on Tuesdays, $15 steak 
& $14 parmi on Wednesdays. 

Lambys 26 Moorabool St $16 – 28 Australian Weds-Sat only. 

Mr Hyde 11 Malop St $18 – 37 Middle Eastern 

 
Weds-Sat only.  Featured in The 
Age Cheap Eats guide.  A nice 
place for a drink. 

The Edge 6-8 Eastern Beach Rd $20 – 28 Australian  

Khan Curry Hut 101 Ryrie St $9 – 15 Indian  

Green Basil Noodle Bar 132 Ryrie St $10 – 15 Thai  

Lipari 10 Union St $15 – 25 Italian Booking may be necessary. 

Wharf Shed 15 Eastern Beach Rd $16 - 30 
Pizza/pasta 
/seafood 

Le Parisen (french) restaurant is 
located above the Wharf Shed, but 
that is much more expensive. 

Black Bull 48 Moorabool St $30 
Spanish/ 
Tapas 

Tapas are $9 each 

Baveras Brasserie Cunningham Pier $30 - 36 Australian  

Fishermen's Pier 
cnr E. Beach Rd & 
Yarra St 

$38 - 50 Seafood 
Winner 2011 Best Seafood 
Restaurant in Victoria 

Takeaway     

Subway 192 Ryrie St    

Domino's Pizza 53 Gheringap St    

A Rani Thai 136 Malop St    

Pizza & Pasta Bar 
One12 

112 Belmont High St   

Not easily accessible from 
Geelong CBD but is only a short 
walk from the Belmont caravan 
parks 

Bars     

The Max Hotel 2 Gheringap St   
 
A favourite with students 

Beav's Bar 77 Little Malop St    

National Hotel (The 
Nash) 

191 Moorabool St   

 
Can draw an alternative crowd.  
Live music Thurs-Sat.  Also has a 
noodle bar. 

The Wrong Crowd 239 Moorabool St   
 
Thurs-Sun only.  Live jazz/funk 
Thurs & Fri. 

Home House 40 Moorabool St   Nightclub. Thurs-Sun only. 

Outside Central Geelong   

Belmont Hotel 77 Belmont High St 
$12 - 20 (Bar),  
$27-32(Restaurant) 

Bar food 
Australian 

Short walk from the Belmont 
caravan parks 

Cucina One12 112 Belmont High St $14 - 26 Italian 
 
Short walk from the Belmont 
caravan parks 

The Beach House 
Eastern Beach 
Reserve 

$34 - 43 Australian 

 
Weds-Sat only. Short walk from 
the conference centre and 
accommodation 

Pizza Bar 137 Pakington St $12 - 20 Pizza 
 
Worth a visit if you're on Pakington 
St. 
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Detailed Schedule 
 

*All sessions will be held in the Geelong Conference Centre Auditorium unless 
otherwise noted. 

Please note concurrent sessions on Wednesday. 
 
 

Tuesday, 26 June 2012 
830-930 Registration & Coffee 

930 Welcome: Prof. Jane den Hollander, Vice-Chancellor, Deakin University 

945 Plenary 1                                                                                                    Chair: Andy Bennett 
Anne Peters, Monash University 
Faithful fairy-wrens: Causes and consequences of fidelity 
 

1030-1100 Coffee 

Vocalisations Chair: Lee Ann Rollins 

1100 Diane Colombelli-Négrel    
Adult communication to embryos results in higher call similarity after hatching 

1115 Christine Evans* 
Dynamic risk assessment by a host towards the song of a future brood parasite 

1130 Anastasia Dalziell* 
Form and function of vocal mimicry in the superb lyrebird, Menura novaehollandiae 

1145 Brani Igic* 
Crying wolf to a predator: Testing the functional significance of vocal mimicry in the brown 
thornbill (Acanthiza pusilla) 

1200 Katharina Peters* 
Can historical song recordings shed light on extinction via hybridisation of Darwin’s tree 
finches on Floreana Island? 

1215 Eloise Déaux* 
Quantitative and qualitative classification of dingo, Canis lupus dingo, vocal repertoire 
 

1230-1400 Lunch & Poster Session 1 

 

1400 
 

Plenary 2                                                                                                    Chair: Andy Bennett 
Misha Vorobyev, University of Auckland 
Colourful objects through animal eyes: Lessons learned from bees and fish 

Animal Colouration Chair: Kate Umbers  

1445 Mathew Berg 
Stress and ornamentation: Corticosterone, condition and plumage coloration in the crimson 
rosella parrot species complex 

1500 Dani Chandrasoma* 
Is redder better? The relationship between morphology and colouration in male water 
dragons 

1515 Scott Fabricant* 
Hiding in plain orange: Predator community structure creates interpopulation variation in a 
stinkbug’s warning colours 

* Student Presentation 
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Tuesday, 26 June 2012 

Animal Colouration (cont.)  

1530 Shao-chang Huang* 
Female body colour determines mating preference in the polymorphic damselfly Ischnura 
heterosticta 

1545 Danielle Klomp* 
The evolution of colour signals in gliding lizards (genus Draco) 
 

1600-1630 Coffee 

Social Ecology 1 Chair: Paul McDonald 

1630 Andrea Griffin 
Life in the city: Social living, neophobia and innovation in a community of urbanized avian 
species  

1645 Michael Bull 
Social networks as parasite pathways: Salmonella slyly slinks among sixty social sleepies 

1700 Stephan Leu 
Making friends: Social attraction in larval green and golden bell frogs, Litoria aurea 

1715 Lee Ann Rollins 
Building genetic networks using relatedness information: A novel approach for the estimation 
of dispersal and characterization of group structure in social animals 

1730 Matt Bruce 
Social and public information use in guppies 

1745 Dianne Brunton 
Who loses? Supplemental feeder use by male and female New Zealand Bellbirds and Hihi on 
a conservation island 
 

1800 Day End 

* Student Presentation 
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Concurrent Sessions in Auditorium                  Wednesday, 27 June 2012 
900 

900 
 

Plenary 3                                                                                                      Chair: John Endler 
Daiqin Li, National University of Singapore 
Ultraviolet coloration in jumping spiders: Function and evolution 

Nutrition (Concurrent Session - Auditorium)                                        Chair: Mark Elgar  

945 Ben Wegener* 
Reproductive exploitation in a cephalopod 

1000 Ben Fanson* 
Feeding behaviour as a mediator of life-history trade-offs 

1015 Lindsey Gray* 
Patterns of condition-dependence in male D. melanogaster sex-combs and body size: How 
to eat your way to being bigger and more beautiful 

1030 Mathieu Lihoreau 
Collective nutrition in fruit flies 

1045 Kerry Fanson 
Sex differences in insect immune function: A consequence of diet? 
 

1100-1130 Coffee 

Visual Ecology (Concurrent Session - Auditorium)                           Chair: Matt Berg 

1130 Shelby Temple 
High-resolution polarization vision in cephalopods 

1145 Fanny de Busserolles* 
Visual adaptations to low light conditions and bioluminescence in lanternfishes (Myctophidae) 

1200 Martin How 
Modelling sensitivity to polarised light 

1215 Chloe Raderschall* 
The cost of being nocturnal: Navigation strategies of the large-eyed Myrmecia ants 
 

1230-1330 Lunch 

 

1330 
 

Plenary 4                                                                                                  Chair: Matt Symonds 
Ben Phillips, James Cook University 
Is variation in behaviour more important than the mean? 

Signalling 1 (Concurrent Session - Auditorium)                       Chair: Christa Beckmann 

1415 Joe Woodgate 
Bird-brained singers: How do genotype and the environment shape the neural substrate of 
singing behaviour? 

1430 Rowan McGinley* 
Using video playback to determine the role of visual opponent assessment in a jumping 
spider (Salticidae) 

1445 Peter Mahoney* 
Conflict resolution in the Australian chameleon grasshopper (Kosciuscola tristis) 

1500 Caralyn Kemp* 
Facial displays in common marmosets in response to olfactory and auditory stimuli are 
correctly interpreted by conspecifics 

1515 Glen Bain* 
Does territory geometry influence the frequency of extra-pair paternity in fairy-wrens? 

* Student Presentation 
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Concurrent Sessions in Acacia Room              Wednesday, 27 June 2012 
900 

900 
 

Plenary 3                                                                                                      Chair: John Endler 
Daiqin Li, National University of Singapore 
Ultraviolet coloration in jumping spiders: Function and evolution 

Social Ecology 2 (Concurrent Session - Acacia Room)                              Chair: Rob Magrath   

945 Paul McDonald 
Bell Miner call similarity correlates positively with both fine-scale kinship and helper effort 

1000 Lisa Hodgkin* 
The significance of leadership behaviour in Perga sawfly larvae 

1015 Jasmin Ruch* 
Does kinship matter? Group hunting and communal feeding in social crab spiders 

1030 Nori Kawasaki* 
Infant carrying is prioritized over foraging in common marmoset helpers 

1045 James O’Hanlon* 
Myrmechocory as an egg dispersal strategy in the Phasmatodea 
 

1100-1130 Coffee 

Animal movements 1 (Concurrent Session - Acacia Room)                      Chair: Kerry Fanson 

1130 Ian Mansergh 
Climate change and genetic rescue of a critically endangered alpine mammal population 

1145 Chris Reid* 
Slime moulds use an external spatial ‘memory’ to navigate in complex environments 

1200 Sebastian Schwartz 
Ants’ homing behaviour can be biased by recent experience of familiar scenes: A newly 
observed interaction between path integration and view learning 

1215 Patrick Schultheiss* 
Information content of visual scenes influences systematic search of desert ants  
 

1230-1330 Lunch 

 

1330 
 

Plenary 4                                                                                                  Chair: Matt Symonds 
Ben Phillips, James Cook University 
Is variation in behaviour more important than the mean? 

Animal Movements 2 (Concurrent Session - Acacia Room)                Chair: Andrew Barron  

1415 Jutta Leyrer 
Why shorebirds migrate the extra mile? Avoiding health issues 

1430 James Makinson* 
Moving without a purpose: Using consensus signals to manipulate group movement in 
European honeybee swarms 

1445 John McEvoy* 
From farm-duck to desert nomad - how waterfowl respond to rapidly changing environments 

1500 Ajay Narendra 
Homing from unfamiliar locations: a new approach by the Australian jack jumpers 

1515 Raoul Ribot 
Nomadic migrations of black swans (Cygnus atratus) in arid Australia following La Niña 
floods 

* Student Presentation 
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Concurrent Sessions in Auditorium                  Wednesday, 27 June 2012 

1530-1600 Coffee  

Signalling 2 (Concurrent Session - Auditorium)                           Chair: Michael Bull  

1600 John Endler 
Visual tricks used by Great Bowerbird males in sexual displays 

1615 Trevor Murray* 
Are there ecological constraints on eavesdropping on other species’ alarm calls? 

1630 Milla Mihailova* 
Do crimson rosellas (Platycercus elegans) use olfaction as a sensory signal for 
communication?  

1645 Kate Umbers 
The mothematics of female signalling strategies 

1700 Miya Warrington* 
All signals are not equally informative: Acoustic signalling of kinship and social membership 
in the cooperatively breeding Apostlebird, Struthidea cinerea 

1715 Katy Weller 
Do jacky dragons, Amphibolurus muricatus, alter motion signal structure at times of 
increased predator densities? 
 

1730 Walk to bar of Golf Club  

1800 ASSAB AGM (Geelong Golf Club) 

1900 Day End 

* Student Presentation 
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Concurrent Sessions in Acacia Room              Wednesday, 27 June 2012 
1530-1600 Coffee  

Reproductive Behaviour (Concurrent Session - Acacia Room)                  Chair: Anne Wignall  

1600 Cory Toth* 
Bat-chelor pads: The reproductive ecology of the Lesser Short-tailed Bat (Mystacina 
tuberculata) 

1615 Palestina Guevara-Fiore 
Sex as moderator of early life experience: Interaction between rearing environment and 
sexual experience in male guppies 

1630 Rebecca Featherston* 
Sexual conflict over sex allocation: The influence of male mating behaviour in a digenic 
sciarid (Diptera: Sciaridae) 

1645 Andrew Kahn* 
Adaptive plasticity in both female and male mate choice in a fiddler crab 

1700 Zoe Squires* 
Sexual conflict in a cephalopod 

1715 Martijn van de Pol 
Phenotypic change in a sexually selected phenological trait affected by climate change 
 

1730 Walk to bar of Golf Club  

1800 ASSAB AGM (Geelong Golf Club) 

1900 Day End 

* Student Presentation 
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Thursday, 28 June 2012 
900 

900 
 

Plenary 5                                                                                                 Chair: Kate Buchanan 
Matthew Symonds, Deakin University 
Tales of diversity among signallers and receivers: The evolution of insect pheromones and 
antennae 

Parental Investment Chair: Bob Wong  

 945 Eliza Larson* 
Assessing behavioural responses to climate change: Nest site selection and breeding 
success in crimson rosellas 

1000 Steve Heap* 
Spatial scale determines the information used for nest site selection in a terrestrial toadlet 

1015 Justin Eastwood* 
Infection with a highly contagious virus among breeding parrots: Transmission among pairs 
or assortative mating? 

1030 Raelene Giffney* 
Maternal Care in hibiscus harlequin bugs: Does it pay to care? 

1045 Wendy King* 
Ontogeny of mother-offspring relationships in eastern grey kangaroos 
 

1100-1130 Coffee 

Personality Chair: Andrea Griffin 

1130 Anita Cosgrove* 
The influence of boldness and body condition on the level of maternal care provided by 
eastern grey kangaroos 

1145 Luke McCowan* 
Personality and foraging behavioural ecology in the wild zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) 

1200 Patrick-Jean Guay 
The bold and the brainy? Brains and bravery among shorebirds 

1215 Ingo Schiffner 
Handedness in birds depends upon the task and the individual 
 

1230-1430 Lunch & Poster Session 2 

Foraging Chair: Raoul Ribot 

1430 Ken Cheng 
Foraging ecology and navigation in a ‘new’ salt-pan desert ant, genus Melophorus: 
Preliminary observations 

1445 Ximonie Clark* 
Foraging in a nutritionally complex world: tests using agent-based models and locusts 

1500 Gabriel Machovsky Capuska*  
The use of personal and social information in foraging by the Australasian gannets (Morus 
serrator) 

1515 Reece Pedler 
Ecology and movements of Banded Stilts 

1530 Andre Walter 
Circular web decorations do not attract prey 

1545 Arthur Mark 
Does dimorphism in flower display influence bee foraging behaviour? 

     * Student Presentation 
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Thursday, 28 June 2012 
1600 Move to Costa Hall  

1730 
Public Lecture Welcome:        
Prof. Lee Astheimer, Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research, Deakin University 

 

1740-
1830 

 

Public Lecture:                                                                                         Chair: Andy Bennett                                                                
Jochen Zeil, Australian National University  
How animals find home: An insect perspective 
 

1830-
1900 

Arrive Conference Dinner 

1900 Conference Dinner at Ford Discovery Centre 

2000 Presentation of Prizes for Best Talks and Posters                       

2030 
After-dinner talk: 
Paul Carter 

2400 Conference End 

     * Student Presentation 
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Abstracts for Plenary Talks 
 
 

 
 
 
Dr Anne Peters 
 
Faithful fairy-wrens: Causes and consequences of fidelity 
 
School of Biological Sciences 
Monash University 
 
 
 
Fairy-wrens (genus Malurus) are cooperatively breeding, socially monogamous birds, notorious for extremely 
high levels of extra-pair paternity. Purple-crowned fairy-wrens, M. coronatus, at first sight appear similar to other 
fairy-wrens. However, our recent research showed that they are mostly faithful, possibly related to ecological 
constraints arising from habitat specialisation. Our research highlights that this low level of extra-pair paternity is 
associated with significant differences beyond immediate adaptations for extra-pair mating. Pairs are very 
cohesive and cooperatively defend the joint territory by duetting. Benefits of cooperative breeding to the 
dominant breeders in terms of productivity and survival are higher than in unfaithful fairy-wrens, and a 
comparative analysis showed that this pattern is general. Although purple-crowned fairy-wren males develop a 
purple and black nuptial plumage, its development occurs independent of testosterone, contrary to other fairy-
wrens, but in agreement with sexual selection theories. Males do not pursue extra-pair females and they have 
smaller and more transient sperm storage organs. Interestingly, when females are mated to a highly 
undesirable partner, such as a close relative, they achieve high extra-pair paternity, facilitated by breeding 
synchronisation with close neighbours. Our current research is aimed at understanding the factors that 
determine reproductive success, mating decisions and life-history strategies, and at disentangling heritable 
(genetic) and environmental effects on behaviour, morphology and self-maintenance (immunity and oxidative 
stress).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ben Phillips 
 
Is behavioural variation more important than the mean? 
 
School of Marine and Tropical Biology 
James Cook University 
 
 
 
In doing science, we all (whether we admit it or not) utilize models.  In this talk I will argue that making models is 
an innate human tendency, and that one of the powerful strategies we use to construct models is to ignore 
variance.  Surely there is no harm in that?  Variance, after all, just creates fluff around expectations, doesn’t it?  
I will draw on two behavioural examples – one empirical, the other theoretical – to make the case that variance 
can matter in profound ways, and that we can only safely ignore it at the peril of being wrong. 
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Daiqin Li 
 
Ultraviolet coloration in jumping spiders: Function and evolution 
 
Department of Biological Sciences 
National University of Singapore 
 
 
 
Many animals have body parts that reflect ultraviolet (UV: < 400 nm) light. In species that exhibit sexual 
dimorphism, UV-reflecting ornaments are commonly involved in intra-specific interactions. Therefore, it is often 
suggested that the evolution of these traits might be the consequence of sexual selection. Over the past two 
decades, it has been well established that male UV-A (320-400 nm) ornamentation falls under direct selection 
through female preferences in many animals, including birds, fishes, reptiles, insects, and spiders. However, 
the adaptive significance of UV-B (280-320 nm) coloration, the relative importance of UV-A and UV-B in sexual 
selection as well as the origin and evolution of UV-based mate preferences are still poorly understood. In this 
talk, I will first provide a brief review on the function of UV-A coloration. I will then highlight our recent studies on 
the role of UV-B in female mate choice and the relative importance of UV-A and UV-B in sexual selection in 
jumping spiders (Araneae: Salticidae). Next, I will present our data on how UV-based female choice occurred at 
first place and evolved in jumping spiders. Finally, I will discuss about likely future studies of UV coloration in 
animals in general.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matt Symonds 
 
Tales of diversity among signallers and receivers: The 
evolution of insect pheromones and antennae 
 
Centre for Integrative Ecology 
Deakin University 
 
 
 
Pheromones are chemical signals used in a diverse range of behavioural scenarios, and whose composition 
varies enormously between species. Despite being a nearly ubiquitous form of communication among insects, 
our understanding of how this diversity has arisen, and the processes driving the evolution of pheromones, is 
less developed than that for visual and auditory signals. I shall discuss my work investigating the mode of 
pheromone evolution among several insect groups, including bark beetles, fruit flies and ants. Thanks to the 
efforts of chemical ecologists, there is a wealth of chemical data on pheromone composition. These data can be 
analysed using phylogenetic comparative methods in order identify evolutionary patterns and ecological forces 
that have generated pheromone diversity among insects. More recently, I have been considering the evolution 
of the receptor part of the signaling system, and I will show how comparative analyses can be used to identify 
the ecological and behavioural correlates of the evolution of elaborate feathery antennae in moths. 
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Misha Vorobyev  
 
Colourful objects through animal eyes: The lessons learned from 
bees and fish 
 
Department of Optometry and Vision Science 
University of Auckland 
 
 
 
Colourful signals of plants and animals, such as flowers, bird plumage or body patterns of reef fish, attract 
attention of artists. However these signals are addressed to animals whose visual systems differ from ours. 
Flowers have evolved as advertisement to insects and birds that pollinate them. Coral reef fishes use brightly 
coloured body patterns to advertise themselves to their mates. As coral reef fish lives among contrasting 
backgrounds, the same patterns can be used for camouflage. What are the selective pressures that lead to 
appearance of these signals? To answer this question, we need to reconstruct animal’s perception of colourful 
objects. We do it in two steps. 1) We reconstruct the images of objects, as they are seen through animal eyes, 
using anatomical and physiological studies of eyes. 2) We use behavioural data to understand how the 
information available to animal eye is used by animal’s brain. Using this method, we have demonstrated that 
patterns of flowers are optimised for detection by bees from long distance. We have reconstructed images of 
many fish as they are seen through fish eyes. Our recent behavioural experiments with fish indicate that some 
aspects of fish body patterns cannot be perceived from long distance and therefore fish patterns can be 
conspicuous or cryptic depending on the distance from which they are viewed. 

 
 
 
 
 

Abstract for Public Lecture 
 
 
 
 

Jochen Zeil 
 
How animals find home: An insect perspective 
 
Research School of Biology 
Australian National University 
 
 
 
How humans and other animals learn the location of places in the world – how to avoid some and visit others 
repeatedly – is crucial for their survival and reproduction. It is at the heart of feeding, finding mates, avoiding 
predators, defending territories and migration.  Much has been learned about the sensory cues and 
computations needed for insects (birds, robots and humans) to find their way back to places. In this fascinating 
lecture, Professor Jochen Zeil will discuss visual homing in insects, how they do it and how this helps us 
understand homing in general. 
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Does territory geometry influence the frequency of extra-pair paternity in fairy-
wrens? 
 
Bain GC, Hall ML, and Mulder RA 
University of Melbourne, Australia 
 
Many birds live as socially monogamous pairs, but genetic analyses have demonstrated that extra-pair 
paternity (EPP) is rife. The Australian fairy-wrens are renowned for extremely high rates of EPP (up to 95% of 
broods).  However, despite decades of study, we still lack a compelling general explanation of why the 
frequency of EPP is so high in this group. Recent work on one species in this group, the purple crowned fairy-
wren (Malurus coronatus), uncovered anomalously low frequencies of EPP (just 6% of broods). It has been 
hypothesised that low densities and an unusual linear geometry of territories observed in this species (a 
riparian specialist) constrain opportunities for females to seek extra-pair copulation, but the absence of 
variation in territory geometry makes this idea difficult to test in that species. However, if the 'territory 
geometry' hypothesis for EPP has broad explanatory power, the frequency of EPP should also vary as a 
function of density and territory geometry in fairy-wrens with higher frequencies of EPP. We tested this idea in 
the superb fairy-wren, Malurus cyaneus, which has the highest documented frequency of EPP.  We used 
microsatellite markers to compare EPP frequency in broods of groups living in replicate linear strips of 
territories along isolated roadsides, with those residing in contiguous honeycombed territories within 
woodlands near the linear sites. Our data shed light on the viability of ecological explanations for inter- and 
intra-specific variation in frequency of EPP. 
 

 

Stress and ornamentation: Corticosterone, condition and plumage coloration in the 
crimson rosella parrot species complex 
 
Berg ML, Ribot RFH, Eastwood JR, Knott B, Buchanan KL, and Bennett ATD 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Many  ornaments  are  condition  dependent,  and  this  can  help  to  maintain  their honesty  as  sexual  
signals.  Recently,  there  has  been  growing  interest  in  the possibility that physiological stress may 
influence ornamentation, and that glucocorticoid hormones may play a role in sexual selection. We tested the 
possible role of glucocorticoid hormones in mediating the condition dependence of plumage coloration. We 
report the findings from a dietary manipulation experiment as well as correlational data from a long-term field 
study of the crimson rosella (Platycercus elegans), an Australian parrot. Despite being amongst the most 
gaudy animals, the plumage coloration of parrots has been relatively neglected and the adaptive significance 
of their coloration is not well understood. The crimson rosella complex exhibits striking variation in structural 
and pigmentary coloration, both within and between populations. We found that circulating corticosterone, the 
principal stress hormone in birds, was negatively correlated with body condition, and was higher in birds 
experimentally fed an energy-restricted diet. This effect was present in a measure of elevated corticosterone 
levels but not baseline corticosterone levels. Structural coloration appears to be condition dependent in this 
species and involved in assortative mating, but we found little evidence for an association between 
corticosterone  and  coloration.  Our  results  provide  several  new  insights  into  the stress physiology and 
unique colour signalling system of parrots. We discuss the possible role of hormones in mediating plumage 
coloration and mate choice, and the consequences for speciation in the crimson rosella species complex. 
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Social and public information use in guppies 
 
Bruce MJ1,2, Toelch U2,3, and Reader SM2,4 
1
Department of Sustainability and Environment, Australia 

2
Utrecht University, The Netherlands 

3
Humboldt University, Germany 

4
McGill University, Canada 

 
We investigated the abilities of guppies, Poecilia reticulata, to learn the location and quality of a food resource 
by observing the behaviour of others. A first experiment investigated social information use. Observer guppies 
saw feeding activity at one of two differently coloured feeders: they could see one group of demonstrators 
make feeding pecks to this feeder while the other demonstrators were simply nearby the other feeder. The 
apparatus was designed so that food or food consumption could not be observed. Observers later preferred a 
feeder of the same colour and/or in the same location as the feeder where they had previously observed 
feeding activity. A second experiment investigated public information use. Observer fish saw two groups of 
demonstrators, one pecking at a rich (high pecking rate) and one at a poor (low pecking rate) feeder. 
Observers showed no significant preference for the rich feeder over the poor. Thus guppies failed to use 
public information in this feeder choice, although Experiment 1 demonstrates that they are capable of using 
social information to locate a rewarded feeder. We repeated the first experiment by replacing domesticated 
observers with feral guppies. This population of feral guppies showed no significant tendency to prefer the 
demonstrated feeder, raising the possibility that strains of guppies may differ in their ability or propensity to 
use social information. 
 

 

Who loses? Supplemental feeder use by male and female New Zealand bellbirds and 
hihi on a conservation island 
 
Brunton DH and Roper M 
Massey University, New Zealand 
 
Foraging theory predicts that individuals with the most similar resource requirements will compete most 
intensely when they overlap in time and space, and when population densities are high and food limited. In 
New Zealand the hihi (stitchbird) is an endangered endemic bird that is usually provided with long-term sugar 
water feeders following translocation. On Tiritiri Matangi Island a similar sized species with similar food 
requirements, the bellbird, also frequent feeders and previous research suggests a dominance hierarchy 
based on species/sex where female hihi are the most submissive and male bellbirds dominant. We used 
video-monitoring of feeders (358 hours) to measure feeder use and interactions. Competition at feeders was 
shown intraspecific rather than interspecific. Overall, male bellbirds were the most frequent visitors (114±6 
visits hr-1) then male and female hihi  (49±3 visits/hr and 46±3 visits/hr). Female bellbirds were infrequent 
visitors (6±1 visits/hr). We also observed foraging behaviour by these four groups to determine natural diet 
and microhabitat use. Nectar was the most frequently consumed component for both bellbirds (78.6%) and 
hihi (80.6 %) followed by invertebrates (13.1 and 16.0% respectively). No differences were found between the 
sexes within each species. Foraging height and specific nectar plants differed with species; bellbirds foraged 
in canopy/sub-canopy vegetation compared to hihi that used lower strata. We conclude that bellbirds did not 
directly exclude hihi from feeders and although the two species overlap in their diet, resource partitioning is 
occurring. For conservation managers this suggests that bellbirds are not likely to limit translocations sites for 
hihi. 
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Social networks as parasite pathways: Salmonella slyly slinks among sixty social 
sleepies 
 
Bull M1, Godfrey S2, and Gordon D3 
1
Flinders University, Australia 

2
Murdoch University, Australia 

3
Australian National University, Australia 

 
Although theoretical models consider social networks as pathways for disease transmission, strong empirical 
support, particularly for indirectly transmitted parasites, is lacking for many wildlife populations. We 
constructed the social network in a population of Australian sleepy lizards (Tiliqua rugosa). We used data 
loggers on each of 60 lizards that recorded GPS locations for every 10 min of every day through the 120 day 
period in spring and early summer when these lizards show most of their activity. We deduced social contact 
from the proximity of pairs of lizards in synchronised location records, and derived weighted edges between 
pairs of lizards for the social network, based on the frequency of contacts over the season. We found multiple 
genetic strains of the enteric bacterium Salmonella enterica within the population and we found that pairs of 
lizards that hosted the same bacterial genotypes were more strongly connected in the social network than 
were pairs of lizards that did not.  In contrast there was no significant association between spatial proximity of 
lizard pairs and shared bacterial genotype infections.  These results provide strong correlative evidence that 
bacterial infections are passed around the social network, rather than that adjacent lizards are picking up the 
same infection from some common source. 
 

 

Is redder better? The relationship between morphology and colouration in male water 
dragons 
 
Chandrasoma D and Whiting MJ 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Sexually dimorphic colouration is common in the animal kingdom and thought to signal male competitive 
ability or female receptivity. The evolution of dichromatism relies on its correlation with traits that influence the 
bearer’s quality. Identification of the pigment types that produce colour provides insight into colour production 
and expression; carotenoids must be obtained from the animal’s environment, whereas pteridines can be 
synthesized de novo. The Eastern water dragon (Istiurus lesueurii) is a large, sexually dimorphic agamid in 
which males are significantly larger than females in both snout-vent-length (SVL) and head dimensions, and 
also exhibit bright red ventral colouration. We investigated the correlation between traits that indicate male 
competitive ability (such as SVL, condition and head height) and ventral colouration. Despite being ventral, the 
chest region of male dragons is visible in the assessment period of contests. We found that chest hue was 
significantly correlated with head height (known to predict bite force) and SVL. Pterins, but not carotenoids, 
were present in the integument.  An absorbance peak in the spectral range from 490-500 nm suggests that 
drosopterins are responsible for red ventral colouration in males. We hypothesize that sexually dimorphic 
ventral colouration has evolved to signal a male’s competitive ability. 
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Foraging ecology and navigation in a ‘new’ salt-pan desert ant, genus Melophorus: 
Preliminary observations 
 
Cheng K1, Schultheiss P1, Schwarz S1, and Wehner R2 
1
Macquarie University, Australia 

2
University of Zürich, Switzerland 

 
Over the expanse of the salt lakes of the Lake Eyre basin lives a species of ants of the genus Melophorus (as 
yet unnamed), both on the edges of the salt pan, and on the salt pan itself, up to tens of metres from the 
shore. At least two different castes of different sizes, possibly four, can be found foraging on the salt-pan. 
Most of the foragers are of a small size (~3 mm), but some are of a larger (medium) size (~5 mm). More rarely 
(~10% of foragers) seen foraging are much larger ants (~7 mm) that are probably of a soldier caste. The ants 
forage in the middle of hot days, displaying a single-peaked activity profile across the day, with active time 
limited to 2-6 hours at most each day. They forage largely for dead arthropods, but also occasionally bring 
home plant materials. Foraging success is ~20%, resembling the success rate of their congener M. bagoti. 
When displaced with food from a feeder, the ants head systematically and precisely in the feeder to nest 
direction, thus showing path integration abilities based on some celestial compass. The study of this species 
provides an interesting comparative perspective in contrasting desert ants of the same genus inhabiting 
habitats differing in complexity of panoramic terrestrial cues. 
 

 

Foraging in a nutritionally complex world: Tests using agent-based models and 
locusts 
 
Clark X, Clissold FJ, Charleston MA, and Simpson SJ 
University of Sydney, Australia 
 
Animals face challenges of matching the demand for obtaining multiple nutrients from the environment or 
suffering fitness costs. Herbivore nutrient balance is maintained by adjusting the selection and amounts 
consumed of various plants. Two general herbivore foraging strategies are defined by the degree to which 
herbivores consume foods that deviate in composition from their optimal balance of nutrients. Nutrient 
generalists consume various foods that differ largely in nutrient content from their intake target, whereas 
specialists eat foods very similar to that required. The strategy herbivores adopt, depends on dietary history. 
Foraging strategies are shaped by evolution; however, behavioural plasticity allows animals to optimise fitness 
in variable environments. This study aimed to investigate whether nutritional environments encountered alter 
the foraging strategy of the nutrient specialist, Locusta migratoria. An agent-based model was used to 
simulate the fitness outcomes for each foraging strategy in a continuum of nutritional environments. The 
model indicates, for the nutrient generalist strategy, that the best fitness is produced by increasing 
consumption of a highly imbalanced food when encountered at high frequencies. Furthermore, the nutrient 
specialist does not benefit by increasing consumption of highly imbalanced foods. A laboratory experiment 
using L. migratoria, was conducted to determine the conditions under which the locusts shifted from being a 
specialist to a generalist. After being subjected to temporal variations in the supplied food sources, L. 
migratoria adopted a more generalist strategy. We have shown that L. migratoria can adjust foraging 
behaviour to better suit their specific environment and likely maximise fitness. 
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Adult communication to embryos results in higher call similarity after hatching 
 
Colombelli-Négrel D1, Hauber ME2, Robertson J1, Sulloway FJ3, Hoi H4, Griggio M4, and 
Kleindorfer S1 
1
Flinders University, Australia  

2
Hunter College and the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, USA 

3
University of California, USA 

4
Konrad Lorenz Institute for Ethology, Austria  

 
How do parents recognise their offspring when the cost of making a recognition mistake is high? Brood 
parasite systems have been used to address this question because of the high cost of cuckoo parasitism to 
host fitness. We found superb fairy-wren (Malurus cyaneus) females call to their eggs, and upon hatching, 
nestlings develop begging calls with key elements from their mother’s incubation call. Cross-fostering 
experiments showed highest similarity between foster mother and nestling calls, intermediate similarity with 
genetic mothers, and least with cuckoo nestlings. Furthermore, call similarity between adults and offspring 
was correlated with call intensity: the more a female called (irrespective of female-offspring relatedness), the 
higher the call similarity between female and nestling. Playback experiments showed adults only accept the 
begging calls of their reared offspring, while rejecting calls of other wren or cuckoo nestlings. We conclude 
that wrens use a learnt parent-offspring specific password to shape call similarity and thereby detect cuckoo 
nestlings. 
 

 

The influence of boldness and body condition on the level of maternal care provided 
by eastern grey kangaroos 
 
Cosgrove AJ, Best E, and Goldizen AW 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Animals display consistent individual differences in a variety of personality traits, such as their propensity to 
take risks (or boldness).  There is growing evidence that bolder individuals provide greater levels of parental 
care.  However, there is little known about whether body condition affects this relationship between personality 
and maternal care.  We conducted a total of 725 five minute focal samples on 20 identifiable eastern grey 
kangaroo (Macropus giganteus) mothers to identify which environmental and life-history traits were associated 
with two key maternal behaviours.  First, we investigated the mother's contribution to the maintenance of 
proximity with her young-at-foot (dependent young), and second, we recorded how mothers responded to 
movements of over 1 m made by their young.  We incorporated measures of boldness for these mothers into 
our maternal behaviour models to understand how boldness, or its interaction with body condition, may have 
influenced these behaviours.  We found that mothers were primarily responsible for breaking contact (rather 
than making contact) with young and neither boldness nor body condition had a significant effect on contact-
breaking behaviour.  However, maternal responses to movements were affected by an interaction between 
boldness and body condition.  Bold mothers showed increased attentiveness as body condition improved 
while shy mothers showed the reverse trend.  Possible reasons for this are discussed. 
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Form and function of vocal mimicry in the superb lyrebird, Menura novaehollandiae 
 
Dalziell AH, Maisey AC, and Magrath RD 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Avian vocal mimicry is one of the most spectacular forms of animal communication but little is known about 
mimetic signals produced in the wild. We investigated the form and function of mimicry in the superb lyrebird, 
a bird that is renowned for both the versatility and accuracy of its mimicry. We found that males 
compartmentalised their large repertoire of mimicked sounds into two groups each distinguished by both the 
types of mimicked calls contained within, and the social or ecological contexts in which it was produced. We 
examined in detail one set of mimicry associated with male’s display dance (‘dance mimicry’). Surprisingly, 
dance mimicry had multiple features in common with a mixed-species mobbing flock. Furthermore, playback 
of dance mimicry attracted other passerines just as often as playback of an actual mixed-species mobbing 
flock, showing that such mimicry could function deceptively. We discuss why lyrebirds might create an 
acoustic illusion of a mixed-species mobbing flock during sexual displays. 
 

 

Visual adaptations to low light conditions and bioluminescence in lanternfishes 
(Myctophidae) 
 
de Busserolles F1,  Yopak KE1, Archer M1, Partridge JC3,  Marshall NJ2, and Collin SP1 
1
University of Western Australia, Australia 

2
University of Queensland, Australia 

3
University of Bristol, UK 

 
Deep-sea organisms rely on different sensory systems for survival. In the mesopelagic zone, where the 
amount of light declines exponentially with depth and where bioluminescence predominates, vision becomes 
very important. Our study is focussed on visual specializations in lanternfishes (Myctophidae) and their ability 
to detect and process light (solar and bioluminescent). Using a comparative approach, we looked at several 
morphometric variables (body, eye and photoreceptor size) in up to 56 species of lanternfishes enabling 
estimates of optical sensitivity to be calculated for extended (downwelling sunlight) and point (bioluminescent 
flashes) sources of light and the influences of phylogeny. Differences in eye size were observed between and 
within phylogenetic taxa from tribe to genus level. Likewise, interspecific differences in photoreceptor size 
were observed with receptor length varying from 24 to 89 µm and receptor diameter varying from 0.9 (one of 
the smallest photoreceptor diameters in vertebrates) to 2.7 µm. Significant differences in eye size and optical 
sensitivity were found in species with and without sexual dimorphism (with respect to their luminous organs) 
with sexually dimorphic species having larger eyes, greater sensitivity to bioluminescent flashes and lower 
sensitivity to downwelling sunlight. The high level of variability in both the signal and detection systems of 
myctophids reaffirms the role of luminous organs in intraspecific communication. The data are discussed in 
relation to what is known about the ecology and behaviour of lanternfishes that usually occupy different depths 
during the day and night. 
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Quantitative and qualitative classification of dingo, Canis lupus dingo, vocal 
repertoire 
 
Déaux EC and Clarke JA 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Animal communication research involves studying the function, development, mechanism and evolution of 
signals. Interspecific comparisons within families help to address questions relating to the evolution of signals. 
An ideal group to investigate is the Canidae family, whose species vary in social organization from solitary, 
monogamous fox-like species to pack-living, wolf-like species.  Despite this difference, it seems that 10-12 
basic sounds can be recognized across species. In the only study documenting dingo, Canis lupus dingo, 
vocalizations, four sounds were qualitatively described. In the present study, we aimed to determine the full 
vocal repertoire of this species, to understand whether they truly differed from other canids. We video and 
audio recorded a captive population of 30 genentically pure dingoes in a semi-natural environment. In contrast 
to earlier work, we found dingoes’ produce at least 11 discrete sounds and their repertoire strongly resembles 
that of wolves. Additionally, observations of the relationships between vocalizations, behaviours and context 
indicate that these canids use a multimodal communication system involving acoustic and visual signals. We 
propose that future research should aim to integrate signals from different sensory channels to further our 
understanding of the form and function of the complex signals in canid communication. 
 

 

Infection with a highly contagious virus among breeding parrots: Transmission 
among pairs or assortative mating? 
 
Eastwood J1,3, Berg ML1, Walder K2, Buchanan KL1, Ribot RFH1, and Bennett ATD1 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
The beak and feather disease virus (BFDV) is one of the most common and highly infectious pathogens 
known to infect parrots and other associated avian species. The main symptoms include feather, beak and 
claw deformities caused by a disruption of keratin production, along with strong immune-suppression. Little is 
understood about the  ecology  of  viruses  in  natural  populations,  including  BFDV,  even  though  the 
reportedly high mortality rates in some species have caused much concern among conservationists. For the 
first time our group has extensively researched this virus in several natural populations of the crimson rosella 
(Platycercus elegans; a common parrot of Australia). We will discuss the prevalence and intensity of BFDV 
infection between breeding pairs and their fitness (including nestlings ca. 600 individuals) and demonstrate  
population,  annual  and  age  related  differences  in  infection.  Among breeding pairs prevalence was non-
significant between sexes, however, the intensity (viral gene expression) was higher in males than females. 
Within pairs similarly infected birds were paired together, although infected females appear to also pair with 
non- infected males. This implies transmission among breeding pairs and a role for mate choice.  As  BFDV  
affects  keratin  production  and  potentially  the  structural  colored feathers already associated with 
assortative mating in crimson rosellas, we will address the potential for associative mating as a defense 
mechanism to prevent viral transmission. 
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Visual tricks used by great bowerbird males in sexual displays 
 
Endler JA 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Bowerbird males construct and decorate a structure called a bower which serves only to attract females to 
encourage them to mate with the builder. Great Bowerbirds use three visual tricks to encourage mating: (1) 
forced perspective to alter perceived size and create attention-holding visual illusions; (2) sudden appearance 
and disappearance of colours over the gray background of the bower court; (3) light adaptation caused by 
painting the inside of the avenue, with red, causing the female to perceive displayed green objects as brighter. 
These tricks combine three aspects of displays: (a)  simple conspicuousness, (b) possible mate quality 
indicators, and (c) effects which hold the female's attention longer, making mating more likely.  The third 
function has not been considered in studies of the reasons for mate choice. 
 

 

Dynamic risk assessment by a host towards the song of a future brood parasite 
 
Evans CA1, Kleindorfer S1, Colombelli-Négrel D1, Robertson J1, Griggio M2, and Hoi H2 
1
Flinders University, Australia 

2
Konrad Lorenz Institute for Ethology, Austria 

 
Many species eavesdrop on the vocalisations of other species in predator contexts, presumably to acquire 
information about risks and to adjust their behaviour accordingly. Here, we test if hosts can eavesdrop on the 
vocalisations of heterospecific brood parasites. Previous research has shown that once a brood parasite has 
been visually or acoustically detected it subsequently has lower chances of successfully parasitising a host 
nest. We test whether there is an evolutionary opportunity for dynamic risk assessment of acoustical cues 
about future risk of brood parasitism. We use playback of the songs of three species of cuckoo that differ in 
their probability of successfully parasitising the superb fairy-wren (Malurus cyaneus). Horsfield’s bronze-
cuckoos (Chalcites basalis) are detected by ~40% of host wrens; shining bronze-cuckoos (C. lucidus) are 
always detected; and little bronze-cuckoos (C. minutillus) are not found in South Australian and hence never 
parasitise our focal wrens. We found wrens had a differentiated response that was predicted by the probability 
of future parasitism: their highest response was to the high risk cuckoo, intermediate to the moderate risk 
cuckoo, and lowest to the low risk cuckoo. Functional and proximate interpretations of these findings are 
discussed. 
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Hiding in plain orange: Predator community structure creates interpopulation 
variation in a stinkbug’s warning colours 
 
Fabricant SA, Herberstein ME, and Kemp DJ 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Variation in aposematic warning colouration, both within and between populations of a species, remains an 
unresolved paradox in the field of predator-prey relations and signal evolution. It is assumed that species-
specific warning patterns are subject to stabilizing selection by predators for conspicuousness, but variation 
persists in nature. While there have been a number of recent theoretical treatments on possible sources of 
variation, few field studies have explicitly looked at differences in predator community composition in 
conjunction with predator choice experiments. The Hibiscus Harlequin Bug (Tectocoris diopthalamus) is a 
vividly coloured stinkbug with weak defensive secretions relative to other stinkbugs. In some populations, most 
adults display bright iridescent patches, which create large chromatic and luminance contrasts between colour 
patches and against their background. In other populations, iridescence is greatly reduced or eliminated, 
resulting in striking orange individuals. Visual modeling suggests that patterns that appear conspicuous to 
human eyes may in fact be cryptically coloured to insect predator vision, but still be betrayed by luminance 
differences due to their iridescence. Insect predation should thus select for reduced iridescence, which is what 
we find in populations with high insect predator densities.  Additionally, mantids, domestic chicks, and wild 
birds were offered choice tests between colour morphs of Harlequin Bugs to determine whether predator 
preferences support the findings from field data; these results will also be discussed. 
 

 

Feeding behaviour as a mediator of life-history trade-offs 
 
Fanson BG and Taylor PW 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Trade-offs among fitness traits are a fundamental concept in life history theory and are assumed to be the 
result of competition for limited resources.  Traditionally, nutritional resources have been viewed as a 
homogenous entity (e.g. calories), and it has been assumed that traits have similar nutritional requirements.  
Consequently, physiological mechanisms (e.g. hormones, signalling pathways) are usually assumed to be 
responsible for mediating the allocation of resources among traits.  However, animals typically consume 
resources that are nutritionally diverse (e.g. proteins, carbohydrates) and traits are unlikely to have the same 
nutritional requirements.  If fitness traits are nutritionally incompatible, the trade-off may occur at the point of 
ingestion.  Consequently, the foraging decisions made by an animal may regulate these trade-offs.  To test 
this hypothesis, we looked at the role of foraging behaviour in mediating the trade-off between lifespan and 
reproduction in the Queensland fruit fly. First, we restricted female flies to one of 28 diets varying in 
carbohydrate:protein (C:P) ratios and concentrations and measured lifespan and egg production rates.  
Lifespan increased with increasing C:P ratio (for a given caloric intake), but egg production rates decreased.  
Thus, lifespan and egg production rates may have different nutritional requirements.  Next, we allowed flies to 
self-regulate their nutrient intake.  Flies did not select the C:P ratio that maximized either lifespan or egg 
production rate; rather, they chose the ratio that maximized their lifetime egg production.  These results 
strongly suggest that feeding behaviour can be a proximate mechanism behind the regulation of life history 
trade-offs. 
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Sex differences in insect immune function: A consequence of diet? 
 
Fanson KF, Fanson BG, and Taylor PW 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Males often have reduced immune function compared to females, but the proximate mechanisms underlying 
this pattern are unclear. Because immune function is resource-dependent and sexes may have different 
nutritional demands, we hypothesized that sexual dimorphism in immune function may arise from differential 
nutrient intake.  To test this hypothesis, we first measured nutrient consumption and phenoloxidase (PO) 
activity in Queensland fruit flies (Q-flies) that were provided a choice diet.  Female Q-flies consumed more 
calories (particularly protein) than males, and they also had higher PO activity.  To determine the extent to 
which this difference in PO activity was driven by differences in dietary intake, we restricted flies to one of 12 
diets varying in protein and carbohydrate concentrations and mapped PO activity for each sex onto a 
nutritional landscape.  Counter to our hypothesis, PO activity in females was always higher compared to 
males for a given nutrient intake.  Both carbohydrate and protein intake affected PO activity in females but 
only protein affected PO activity in males.  Our results indicate that sex differences in Q-fly immune function 
are not solely explained by sex differences in nutrient intake, but nutrition does contribute to the magnitude of 
these sex differences. 
 

 

Sexual conflict over sex allocation: The influence of male mating behaviour in a 
digenic sciarid (Diptera: Sciaridae) 
 
Featherston R, Jones T, and Elgar M 
University of Melbourne, Australia 
 
Widely observed deviations from equal primary sex ratios, at both the individual and population level, may be 
adaptive if sons and daughters differ with respect to their associated costs and benefits to parents.  Previous 
research has focussed largely on the mechanisms used by females to modify the sex allocated to offspring; 
potential male influences on sex allocation are often overlooked. In the genus Bradysia (Diptera: Sciaridae) 
sex-determination occurs post-fertilisation and is associated with paternal genome elimination (PGE) - male 
genes are only transferred via daughters. Progeny sex ratios range from unbiased to either all male or all 
female. This unusual sex-determining system produces a potential sexual conflict over sex allocation because, 
in an outbred population, males should prefer a more female-biased brood than their mate. Selection should 
therefore favour male traits that increase the proportion of daughters sired within a brood. We mated males 
from Bradysia sp. to females of different ages in a laboratory experiment, recording male courtship and mating 
behaviour, female fecundity and progeny sex ratio. Though female condition has been extensively used to 
explain variation in progeny sex ratio, we found no significant differences in fecundity or sex ratio for females 
of different ages. However, there was a strong relationship between copulation duration (a male-controlled 
trait in this species) and the proportion of daughters in a brood, and this was independent of female fecundity. 
We propose that in Bradysia, male antagonistic traits may have evolved as a consequence of male-female 
genetic conflict over sex allocation. 
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Maternal care in hibiscus harlequin bugs: Does it pay to care? 
 
Giffney RA, Kemp DJ, and Herberstein ME 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Sub-social insects, the least social on the sociality spectrum provide an opportunity for insight into the origin 
and limitations of sociality. The provision of parental care is the defining characteristic of sub-social insects, 
and is a relatively rare trait. Egg guarding is the most basic form of parental care and is only expected to 
evolve in species where the cost of egg guarding is outweighed by the risk of egg predation. Few field 
experiments that quantify this trade-off in sub-social insects have been conducted to date. Female hibiscus 
harlequin bugs Tectocoris diopthalmus (Scutelleridae) guard their eggs from invertebrate predators. The bugs 
do not appear to feed during the guarding period of about three weeks. We conducted a manipulative field 
experiment to quantify the costs and adaptive benefits of providing care. Recently laid eggs were randomly 
allocated into two groups, in the treatment group the guarding female was removed from their egg clutch then 
held in captivity to feed. In the control group guarding females were removed and returned until their eggs 
hatched. All females were weighed at the start and completion of the experiment. Nymphs hatching from each 
egg clutch were counted then compared to the number of eggs laid to calculate survivorship, as an estimate of 
the benefits of egg guarding. Any loss of phenotypic condition (weight) between egg laying and hatching is 
used as an estimate of the cost of care. Our results are presented and interpreted in the context of the 
adaptive significance of maternal care. 
 

 

Patterns of condition-dependence in male D. melanogaster sex-combs and body 
size: How to eat your way to being bigger and more beautiful 
 
Gray LJ1, Polak M2, and Simpson SJ1 
1
University of Sydney, Australia 

2
University of Cincinnati, USA 

 
Sex-combs are multi-toothed, chitinous structures borne on the front-legs of adult-male drosophilid flies. In 
Drosophila melanogaster sex-combs play an important, though unspecified, role in courting and mating with 
females, and in male-male aggression. Studies of D. melanogaster mating have revealed that while larger 
males offer more courtship (in the form of song) and chase females more quickly than do smaller males, being 
larger does not guarantee more matings. These findings leave inter- or intra-sexual selection for sex-comb 
quality open as an additional explanation for male mating success. We examined the condition-dependence of 
population-level variation in D. melanogaster sex-comb size and adult-male body size. We asked; to what 
degree does male quality, measured in terms of comb and body size, vary according to nutrition? And, do the 
expression profiles of these traits, both relevant to sexual selection, differ from one another in response to 
nutrition? Using nutritional geometry, we demonstrate that the macronutrient profile of a male’s diet 
determines which body-size trait will be maximised. Environments which generate adult males with the largest 
sex-combs (high calorie, high protein diets) are not those which result in the largest male flies (medium 
energy, equal protein to carbohydrate). We also identify diets on which males can maximise both body and 
sex-comb size and, putatively, their reproductive success. 
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Life in the city: Social living, neophobia and innovation in a community of urbanized 
avian species 
 
Griffin AS and Diquelou MC 
University of Newcastle, Australia 
 
Social living, reduced neophobia and enhanced behavioural flexibility are thought to facilitate adaptation to 
urban environments, but support for a key role of these behavioural processes has been mixed. We measured 
neophobia and innovation experimentally, as well as the intervening effect of sociality, in a range of free-
ranging urbanized avian species in Australia. Survival analyses revealed significant cross-species differences 
in neophobia, but no systematic bias towards reduction. Rather some species were highly attracted to novel 
objects, while others avoided them. Sociality facilitated approach, suggesting that group-living may be 
adaptive in an environment where encounter with anthropogenic objects is likely to occur frequently. The 
ability to innovate also varied across species, with the Australian raven, Corvus coronoides, and introduced 
Indian myna, Sturnus tristis, ranking as the fastest and most successful innovators. Motor diversity, but not 
neophobia, influenced innovation success significantly. Implications of these results for our current 
understanding of the behavioural attributes required to adjust to rampant worldwide urbanization will be 
discussed. 
 

 

The bold and the brainy? Brains and bravery among shorebirds 
 
Guay PJ1, Weston MA2, Symonds MRE2, and Glover HK2 
1
Victoria University, Australia 

2
Deakin University, Australia 

 
The ability of birds to perceive, assess and respond to relatively novel threats such as the presence of 
humans is important to their survival. We hypothesize that the cognitive capacity of birds will influence their 
ability for accurate response to novelty. We used brain volume as a surrogate for cognitive capacity and 
postulated that larger brained birds would moderate their responses when presented with a benign, frequently 
occurring stimulus, such as a person, because they would habituate more readily. We conducted phylogenetic 
generalised least square regression (PGLS) to investigate correlations between brain volume, body size, wing 
length and Flight Initiation Distance (FID) of 27 shorebird species in Victoria, Australia. We created seven 
different models using combinations of these parameters and used Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) to 
determine the identity of the best model(s) explaining FID.  The two best models included only wing length and 
only body mass and had Akaike weights of 0.404 and 0.305 respectively.  No model including brain volume 
and body mass had an Akaike weight greater than 0.079 and brain volume was not correlated with FID in 
models including body mass.  Thus, brain volume does not apparently influence bravery among the shorebirds 
we sampled. 
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Sex as moderator of early life experience: Interaction between rearing environment 
and sexual experience in male guppies 
 
Guevara-Fiore P 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Learning can alter the direction of evolution by allowing individuals to adapt to environmental changes. To 
understand the role of learning in sexual selection, it is important to study how early experience interacts with 
adult experience to affect the strategic use of different mating strategies. I compared the sexual behaviour of 
male guppies raised in different social environments before and after they gained sexual experience with a 
female. Males that had been raised exclusively with other males performed long courtship displays at first, but 
decreased their courtship after they had gained sexual experience. However, for males raised only with 
females, sexual experience did not modify courtship duration. Males raised exclusively with females exhibited 
high rates of forced copulation attempts in their first encounter with a female, but reduced this behaviour after 
sexual experience. In contrast, males raised only with other males did not modify their rate of forced 
copulations. Adult sexual experience appeared to mitigate the behavioural differences caused by variation in 
rearing environment. It is possible that sexual experience helps males in finding an optimal balance between 
courtship and forced copulation attempts. I also show that males that had experienced social interactions with 
other males early in their life exhibited greater male-male aggression after sexual experience. This study 
highlights that courtship and other sexual strategies are not fixed, and that several potential sources of 
variation exist in the development of an animal’s sexual behaviour. Importantly, juvenile and adult experiences 
can interact to shape sexual behaviour in males. 
 

 

Spatial scale determines the information used for nest site selection in a terrestrial 
toadlet 
 
Heap SM1 and Byrne PG2 
1
University of Melbourne, Australia 

2
University of Wollongong, Australia 

 
Animals must choose an area in which to breed and this decision can have evolutionary and ecological 
consequences. Individuals are thus expected to make adaptive decisions for the location of their nest site by 
using information on their environment. Patterns of distribution suggest that the information that an individual 
uses to choose a nest site can change with spatial scale (i.e. from habitat, to patch, to nest site). However, 
there is little direct evidence for differences in the decisions made by individuals at different spatial scales, as 
opposed to general patterns. We captured male terrestrial toadlets (Pseudophryne bibronii) from distinct 
habitat patches and released them in a patch that was either familiar or unfamiliar to them. We recorded the 
establishment and abandonment of nest sites as a measure of decision making. Almost every male decided to 
settle in a familiar patch, implying that males were using previously held information. Within patches, however, 
males did not return to their original nest site. Instead, males actively chose nests based on the local 
arrangement of neighbouring nest sites. Specifically, males appeared to choose nest sites in the context of a 
trade-off between minimising the number of nearby neighbours and maximising the volume of the surrounding 
chorus. Together, these results imply that there is a shift from using previously held information to using 
information on the current spatial arrangement of conspecifics as males focus on a choice of nest. 
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The significance of leadership behaviour in Perga sawfly larvae 
 
Hodgkin LK1, Symonds MRE2, and Elgar MA1 
1
University of Melbourne, Australia 

2
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Understanding the evolution of cooperative behaviour remains among the more compelling unresolved issues 
in biology. Social insects, despite their characteristic cooperative behaviour and often high levels of 
relatedness, nonetheless exhibit strong individual differences in behaviour. Larval aggregations of the Steel-
blue sawfly Perga affinis are highly gregarious, synchronising feeding and development. Colonies of P. affinis 
larvae forage nocturnally and some individuals appear to ‘lead’ the colony on foraging trips more often than 
expected by chance. We investigated the relationship between this leadership role and weight, growth rate 
and behaviour at both an individual and colony level. The frequency of foraging leadership did not correlate 
with an individual’s initial weight or growth rate. However, experimentally manipulating the number of leader 
larvae in a colony revealed that colonies containing a high proportion of ‘leader’ larvae had significantly higher 
growth rates than those colonies with few or no leaders. These results suggest that the role of leadership may 
not be directly beneficial to the individual, but rather important for the success of the colony as a whole. We 
discuss these data in the context of individual and collective decisions about division of labour within large 
aggregations. 
 

 

Modelling sensitivity to polarised light 
 
How MJ and Marshall NJ 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Some animals are now known to possess highly acute polarisation vision, capable of detecting differences in 
the e-vector of light well below 5 degrees. However, sensitivity to e-vector difference is uninformative unless 
taken in the context of the animal’s visual system. Inspired by colour vision theory, such as Maxwell’s colour 
triangle, and early polarisation theory by Bernard & Wehner, we have explored methods for modelling 
‘polarisation distance’, a measure of the perceived difference between two polarised light sources. We 
compared model output to experimental data for fiddler crabs, collected by presenting polarisation patterns on 
modified LCD monitors to tethered animals. For the case of orthogonally oriented polarisation receptors, PS 
was non-linearly related to differences in e-vector angle, but linearly related to the new measure of polarisation 
distance. Apparent idiosyncrasies in the experimental datasets were therefore largely explained by the model. 
Future studies investigating the sensitivity of animals to polarised light should do so from the perspective of 
the visual system involved, by incorporating a measure of polarisation distance. 
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Female body colour determines mating preference in the polymorphic damselfly 
Ischnura heterosticta 
 
Huang S and Reinhard J 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Animal communication depends on emitting and receiving olfactory, auditory or visual signals, as is the case 
in attraction of mating partners. Interspecifically, individuals rely on signals to identify correct partners, and 
intraspecifically signals help to assess the health qualities of potential partners. Males of the Australian 
damselfly Ischnura heterosticta are blue on thorax and abdomen tip, while females display colour 
polymorphism: andromoph females have the identical blue colour and pattern as males, and gynomorphs 
have a distinct colour distributing from green to grey. Previous studies showed that I. heterosticta have 
trichromatic colour vision, detecting UV, blue and green wavelengths. Chromatic discrimination experiments 
also showed that they cannot distinguish between the blue colour from males and from andromorphs. Here, 
we provide the evidence that mate choice of males of I. heterosticta truly relies on female colour appearance 
by artificially manipulating the body colours of females with blue and green paints. Results showed that before 
colour manipulation, males preferred to mate with gynomorphs (14/21 cases) and showed no preference for 
andromorphs (0/11 cases). However, after colour manipulation of females, males displayed greater interest for 
andromorphs that had been painted green (5/9 cases), and showed less mating attempts with gynomorphs 
that had been painted blue (3/14 cases). Our results demonstrate that colouration plays an important role in 
courtship behavior of this damselfly, and that it might be associated with the maintenance of female-limited 
polymorphism in evolution. 
 

 

Crying wolf to a predator: Testing the functional significance of vocal mimicry in the 
brown thornbill (Acanthiza pusilla) 
 
Igic B and Magrath RD 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Vocal mimics often produce heterospecific alarms as well as their own alarm vocalisations when in danger, 
but there is no evidence for benefit of this behaviour. In response to nestling distress calls, produced primarily 
during nest attacks, brown thornbill (Acanthiza pusilla) parents commonly include imitations of other species’ 
aerial alarms (given towards flying hawks) with their own alarm vocalisations. We investigated whether 
including mimetic 'hawk' alarms during nest predation creates a more distracting acoustic signal to a nest 
predator susceptible to predation by Accipter hawks, the pied currawong (Strepera graculina). We trained wild 
currawongs to use feeders near their nests, and video recorded their behaviour while playing recordings of: (i) 
brown thornbill aerial alarms alone, (ii) brown thornbill aerial alarms followed by mimicry of New Holland 
honeyeater (Phylidonyris novaehollandiae) aerial alarms, the most common imitation, and (iii) brown thornbill 
songs, a control sound not used in alarm. All playbacks were of the same duration and mean amplitude, and 
were fully replicated. Including imitations of honeyeater alarms caused a greater delay in feeding behaviour of 
currawongs than brown thornbill alarms alone, while both alarm vocalisations resulted in greater vigilance and 
feeding delay than the song control. Increased feeding delay may increase the opportunity for older nestlings 
to escape predation. Our novel findings indicate that avian predators increase vigilance in response to aerial 
alarms of prey, and that vocal mimicry can function like other avian distraction displays used to reduce the risk 
of predation on young. 
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Adaptive plasticity in both female and male mate choice in a fiddler crab 
 
Kahn AT, Dolstra TJ, and Backwell PRY 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Recent mate choice research has made two things clear: 1) female preferences are often dynamic, varying 
across time and space, and 2) males often also ‘choose’ their mates, through strategic courtship/sperm 
allocation. But how do we link these two together? If female preferences change, how should males respond? 
Should a previously shunned, but now attractive, male increase his courtship effort to take full advantage of 
his improved chances of reproducing? Or can he now ‘relax’, given his newfound attractiveness, and let the 
females come to him? Here, we present the findings of an extensive study of female and male mate 
preferences in the fiddler crab Uca mjoebergi. Using robotic males, we found a clear, repeatable shift in 
female preferences for male size across the tidal/reproductive cycle. Larger males were preferred at the start 
of the cycle, and smaller males at the end. This pattern is predicted by temporal constraints on offspring 
incubation and variation in development rate in different sized male burrows. Males appeared to respond to 
this temporal variation in female choice by adjusting their own mate preferences and investment into courtship 
across the cycle. Interestingly, the general pattern of this facultative courtship adjustment differed across male 
size classes. 
 

 

Infant carrying is prioritized over foraging in common marmoset helpers 
 
Kawasaki N, Bourne J, Peters A, and Wong BBM 
Monash University, Australia 
 
Cooperative behaviour, while benefitting the receiver, can impose substantial fitness costs on the actor. In a 
cooperatively breeding primate species, the common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus), helpers carry and provide 
care for the infants of the dominant pair. Infant carrying may be costly to the helpers’ immediate survival since 
carrying infants is likely to impinge on activities such as foraging and escaping from danger. Therefore, 
helpers are expected to face a trade-off between infant carrying versus behaviours that improve their own 
immediate survival. We experimentally investigated a potential trade-off between infant carrying and foraging 
in captive common marmosets. We found that previous food deprivation did not affect investment in infant 
carrying or subsequent foraging activity of the helpers. This indicates that, for helpers, infant carrying can be 
prioritised over foraging, even when helpers are hungry. Therefore, helping could be costly to the helpers’ 
immediate survival. Moreover, male helpers carried infants more than female helpers regardless of their 
feeding treatment. This finding supports previous studies that illustrated that males are primary caretaker in 
this family (Callitrichinae) of primates and show more attachment to the infants in their group than females. 
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Facial displays in common marmosets in response to olfactory and auditory stimuli 
are correctly interpreted by conspecifics 
 
Kemp C and Kaplan G 
University of New England, Australia 
 
Facial expressions have been studied in only a handful of primates, typically the great apes, but have been 
shown to be important social signals. The importance of these signals in lower primates has received little 
attention, but assessment of their social systems and musculature has led some researchers to suggest that 
facial expressions in lower primates may not be essential for communication. However, in a series of 
experiments presenting olfactory and auditory, as well as non-social visual, stimuli, we found that marmosets 
(Callithrix jacchus) displayed an unexpected richness of facial expressions, even though the marmosets were 
tested individually. Especially olfactory and auditory stimuli elicited dramatic facial displays (such as disgust), 
some of which had never been described. These strong facial expressions were used further to determine 
whether specific facial expressions to non-social stimuli might then also act as social stimuli for conspecifics. 
We tested the response of 8 marmosets to 2 video clips of facial displays by cage-mates showing either fear 
or pleasure, while tempting them with food. Results show that marmosets still approached the food bowl even 
when the clip showed a fearful face but then remained in proximity for significantly shorter periods of time than 
when the face showing pleasure was displayed. Thus, while the facial displays may have been involuntary 
responses to smells and sounds, conspecifics showed sensitivity to facial expressions that may suggest 
internal states. This would put the use of the face as a social signal much earlier in primate evolution than had 
been thought. 
 

 

Ontogeny of mother-offspring relationships in eastern grey kangaroos 
 
King WJ 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Social relationships established early in life can have extensive effects on social structure and influence 
individual fitness.  Eastern grey kangaroos (Macropus giganteus) suckle their young for approximately 8 
months after permanent emergence from the pouch but little is known about mother-offspring relationships 
during this period.  Females are thought to be philopatric and so variability in mother-offspring relationships 
during lactation and weaning could affect spatial and social relationships among adult female kin.  I undertook 
focal observations on 52 mother-offspring pairs at Wilsons Promontory National Park in 2010 through 2012, 
when the young were aged between 10 and 18 months and still nursing.  Based on findings in other 
gregarious herbivores, daughters were expected to have a closer and more amicable relationship with their 
mother than were sons.  Preliminary analyses, however, showed no differences in the behaviour of sons and 
daughters, and mothers did not behave differently when rearing a son compared to a daughter.  Mothers did 
not display a protective parenting style, never intervened to defend their young from aggressive individuals 
and it was the offspring that maintained spatial proximity to their mothers.  Because kangaroo mothers appear 
to have few interactions with their offspring, it is unlikely that a close bond can be established between 
mothers and young.  As a result, females may be philopatric and settle near close kin as adults but are 
unlikely to form close associations with their adult kin. 
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The evolution of colour signals in gliding lizards (genus Draco) 
 
Klomp D1,2, Stuart-Fox D1, and Ord TJ2 
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The sensory drive hypothesis proposes that speciation could result from selection on social communication 
when animals diversify into new habitats. Gliding lizards, Draco spp., are an ideal group to test this hypothesis 
as territorial males use elaborate colour signals in communication and different species are found in different 
habitats. We expect the properties of the environment to influence the detection of colour signals because 
some colours are more conspicuous in some environments than others. This leads to a key prediction from 
the sensory drive hypothesis: that species are more conspicuous to conspecifics in their own environments 
than in alternate neighbouring environments. To test this prediction, we collected colour data for adult males of 
six Draco species in different habitats, plus colour and light data for those habitats, and assessed how a signal 
would appear to a conspecific using a model of animal colour vision. The colour signals of males were 
consistently more conspicuous in their own environment than when viewed in different neighbouring 
environments. This supports the view that the environment has been important in the evolution of colour 
signals in gliding lizards. This in turn suggests that habitat-dependent divergence in social communication 
could have played some role in speciation in this diverse genus of lizards. 
 

 

Assessing behavioural responses to climate change: Nest site selection and 
breeding success in crimson rosellas 
 
Larson EL, Eastwood JR, Buchanan KL, Berg ML, and Bennett ATD 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Climate change is predicted to affect species around the world in numerous ways, including reducing range, 
habitat suitability and breeding success. Cavity-nesting species, which are already under pressure from 
deforestation and limited numbers of natural hollows, are particularly at risk because they are limited in their 
choice of nest location and their nests are usually highly enclosed. Further, artificial nest boxes are often used 
to mitigate hollow loss, but may differ greatly in terms of insulative properties, exacerbating temperature-
related risks to breeding success. Relatively little is known about behavioural responses to such risks. We 
examined the relationship between internal nest box temperature and nest site choice, breeding success, 
nestling growth rates and physiological stress in a cavity-breeding parrot, the crimson rosella (Platycercus 
elegans). We found that crimson rosellas chose nest boxes which experienced significantly lower average 
temperatures and which did not get as hot. Accordingly, lower average temperatures and less extreme high 
temperatures were related to increased fledging success. In contrast, nestling growth rate was positively 
related to average temperature and higher minimum temperatures, but not maximum temperatures. No 
relationship was found between physiological stress and temperature or growth rates. Our results indicate that 
crimson rosellas choose to occupy nest boxes which will experience a specific combination of temperature 
variables which benefit fledging success, yet may not be optimal for nestling growth. Our results indicate that 
increasing temperatures due to climate change may negatively affect reproductive success, although 
moderately higher temperatures may have a positive effect on nestling growth. 
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Making friends: Social attraction in larval green and golden bell frogs, Litoria aurea 
 
Leu ST1,2, Whiting MJ2, and Mahony MJ1 
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The formation of groups is a universal phenomenon across the animal kingdom. Socio-ecological models 
combine ecological and social factors to explain the formation of animal groups. Ecological factors, such as 
the abundance, distribution, and quality of environmental resources have clearly been identified to influence 
the formation of animal aggregations and may also lead to cooperative behaviour among individuals. 
Conversely, there are adaptive social factors to group formation including enhanced predator detection, the 
dilution effect, and thermal benefits that would confer a fitness advantage and may select for group formation. 
Nevertheless, group living also results in costs, such as within-group resource competition and enhanced 
parasite transmission. Tadpole aggregations have been reported in several anuran species, but it remains 
unclear whether ecological or social factors drive this behaviour. We investigated this in the green and golden 
bell frog (Litoria aurea) and performed choice experiments in the lab to determine whether tadpoles are 
directly attracted to their conspecifics. Using repeated snapshot observations, we found that individual 
tadpoles strongly preferred the spatial proximity to their conspecifics versus being by themselves. This 
provides strong evidence that social factors, independent of resources availability and distribution, selected for 
the formation of groups in this species. However, the function of such group formation, for example increased 
survival rates of group members through dilution effects, remains to be quantified. 
 

 

Why shorebirds migrate the extra mile? Avoiding health issues 
 
Leyrer J, Buttemer WA, and Klaassen M 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
For fairly obvious reasons, shorebirds that breed in the Arctic leave their breeding grounds before the onset of 
the northern winter, and spend the nonbreeding season in more benign latitudes. While many species "only" 
migrate as far as the tropics, others fly thousands of kilometres further to southern-temperate locations. 
Because migration is an energetically costly and a potentially dangerous activity, it is puzzling why some 
species take the trouble and migrate the extra mile. It is possible that overwinter site selection is influenced by 
habitat-related risk of disease and infection. Tropical environments are thought to harbour higher disease risks 
and consequently, birds living in tropical environments might need to spend more time and energy to fight 
diseases than those living in temperate areas. We have examined this possibility by assessing the immune 
status of four shorebird species that have populations spending the northern hemisphere winter in both the 
tropical northwest and temperate southeast of Australia. We measured two indices of immune status: plasma 
levels of acute-phase proteins (as a measure of inflammatory response to infection) and haemolysis-
haemagglutination titres (as a measure of constitutive innate immunity) to test whether immunocompetence is 
affected by distance travelled between breeding and non-breeding grounds in shorebirds. 
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Collective nutrition in fruit flies 
 
Lihoreau M and Simpson SJ 
University of Sydney, Australia 
 
In recent years, research on collective animal behaviour has revolutionized the study of social behaviour, 
identifying how simple interactions between individuals mediate complex group-level phenomena. The 
improved understanding of the mechanisms underlying these social behaviours also has raised novel 
explanations for their evolution. Using the Geometric Framework of nutritional ecology, we will illustrate how 
nutrition regulates social interactions in Drosophila melanogaster, one of biology’s main model organisms. 
Free flying adults were observed foraging on chemically defined food resources varying in their protein to 
carbohydrate ratio. When given a choice between nutritionally balanced foods (optimal P:C ratio) and 
nutritionally imbalanced foods, grouped flies selected optimal food sources more accurately than isolated 
conspecifics, an emergent property of swarm intelligence. When food sources were imbalanced but 
nutritionally complementary, grouped flies synchronised their spatio-temporal distribution, allowing them to 
balance their diet collectively by visiting the different foods sequentially. We developed an agent-based model 
to explore the collective behaviour of flies and their adaptive values in complex nutritional environments. Our 
findings highlight the regulatory role of nutrition in the emergence of social behaviour in ‘simple’ animal groups 
and pave the way for further examination of the impact of nutritional constraints on social evolution using novel 
and empirically testable predictions arising form nutritional ecology. 
 

 

The use of personal and social information in foraging by the Australasian gannets 
(Morus serrator) 
 
Machovsky Capuska GE1, Libby E1, Amiot C1, Hauber ME2, and Raubenheimer D1 
1
Massey University, New Zealand 

2
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Species that forage in aggregations have the potential to benefit from information transfer among conspecifics 
on food sources. A well known example is the honey bee, which combines social and personal information to 
improve the efficiency of food finding. Gannets, seabirds that seasonally nest in large colonies, share aspects 
of their socio-ecology with honey bees that are believed to have played a role in the evolution of social 
foraging, namely: i) hierarchical interactions on nest locations within the colony, ii) patchily distributed food 
sources and iii) highly sociable foraging. The aim of this study was to examine the possible role of social 
information in long- and short-range foraging strategies in Australasian gannets. For long-range components 
of foraging, we tested the hypothesis that birds departing simultaneously from the colony will have same 
bearing of the foraging paths by using bird attached GPS data loggers between December 2010 and January 
2012. Within short-range components, we examined possible decision making mechanisms and dive 
synchronization in plunge diving events by collecting video footage of flocks of plunge diving gannets and 
quantitatively partitioned them by re-adapting behavioural and statistical approach applied to interpret decision 
making in white-faced capuchins. Our results revealed no significant circular correlations between the 
bearings of the foraging paths of gannets carrying GPS units, thus providing no evidence for the use of social 
information in long-range food finding. However, we observed that once food is located gannets tightly 
synchronize their dives, suggesting the use of social information in food capture. Interestingly, the latency of 
the first follower varied statistically within the presence/absence of other predators. We discuss the 
mechanisms and functional implications of these synchronized movements. 
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Conflict resolution in the Australian chameleon grasshopper (Kosciuscola tristis) 
 
Mahoney PC 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Animals face a crucial decision in mating contests as to whether to engage in potentially costly combat or 
retreat, thereby giving up mating opportunities. It is likely that strong selection pressure favours the avoidance 
of fights in situations where individuals are greatly mismatched. Mutual assessment of a rival’s resource-
holding potential is integral to this decision. Visual signals are used in many species to communicate this 
potential. The male of the Australian chameleon grasshopper (Kosciuscola tristis) assumes a turquoise colour 
in response to high body temperature. The brightness of this colouration is assumed to act as a signal of the 
individual’s potential. Male K. tristis engage in fierce combat for access to females. I investigate whether the 
brightness of this turquoise colouration is an important signal in intrasexual conflict resolution. I predict that 
fights will occur more commonly where the brightness of the individuals competing for mates is closely 
matched than where individuals are unevenly paired. In semi-natural contests size-matched male 
grasshoppers are paired in both colour matched and mismatched competitions for access to a female. I 
measure the number of times females are successfully mounted, the frequency of fights over possession of 
females and the incidence of victory in fights. Males are then dissected and examined for parasitic infestation 
which may affect mating success. In this presentation I will discuss my results in the context of conflict 
resolution. 
 

 

Moving without a purpose: Using consensus signals to manipulate group movement 
in European honeybee swarms 
 
Makinson JC, Oldroyd BP, and Beekman M 
University of Sydney, Australia 
 
Perennial insect colonies can be seen as immortal as the reproductive unit, the queen, can be repeatedly 
replaced after she dies. In spite of this, insect colonies also need to reproduce by producing daughter 
colonies. The European honeybee (Apis mellifera) colony reproduces by issuing a reproductive swarm 
containing a subset of the colony’s workers and a queen bee. From a temporary cluster, this swarm issues 
forth scout bees to search for new nesting sites. Once a scout bee has located a potential nesting site she will 
return to the swarm cluster and indicate her find to other scouts by producing the famous waggle dance signal. 
Over time a consensus in the waggle dances starts to form for one nesting location, and scout bees start 
producing an auditory signal, known as ‘piping’, to activate the bees on the swarm cluster. But which bees 
guide the swarm’s movement? The production of the piping signal on the swarm surface is correlated with a 
quorum having been reached for a nest site, but it is not clear whether all currently dancing scouts take part in 
guiding the swarm to its new home, or solely those who have perceived this quorum. In this study I forced 
swarms to take to the air at differing levels of dance consensus by playing them the piping signal and 
manually stimulating the bees into activity. My preliminary results indicate that only swarms where scouts have 
perceived a consensus for a particular nesting site take part in coordinating swarm movement. 
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Climate change and genetic rescue of a critically endangered alpine mammal 
population 
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Anthropogenic habitat and population fragmentation is a continuing conservation issue that will be further 
exacerbated by environmental changes under warming climates.  Under this scenario the risk of extinction for 
many species increases, particularly for those with genetically impoverished populations and/or cold climate 
specialists. Here we discuss initial results of a conservation experiment that involved temporary translocation 
of wild male Mountain Pygmy-possums (Burramys parvus) from a genetically robust population (Mt Hotham) 
into a recently genetic impoverished population (Mt Buller). The purpose of this was to achieve breeding in the 
wild to produce free-ranging genetically more robust offspring that would become part of and help rebuild, the 
decimated population. This was the first evidence-based genetic rescue undertaken in Australia. In 1996, the 
three geographically isolated and genetically distinct populations of endangered Mountain Pygmy-possum had 
high genetic variability. Habitat destruction-fragmentation and thus increased predation, caused a rapid and 
dramatic decline in both numbers (c. 300 to around 30 in 10 years) and genetic diversity (He 0.5 in 1996 to He 
0.18 in 2010) at Mt Buller. In each breeding season of 2010 and 2011, six  Mt Hotham males were temporarily 
trans-located to preferred boulder-field habitat at Mt Buller. In 2012, 50% (9 of 18) of the trapped juvenile 
cohort were Hotham-Buller crosses, adding to the two which both survived from the previous year.  To date, a 
total of 11 Hotham-Buller crosses, with paternity from eight Hotham males, have been observed. Inbreeding 
and inbreeding depression in the Mt Buller population has been reduced and genetic variation substantially 
elevated. Early indications of increased fitness have been observed and should further manifest in the post-
winter breeding season 2012. The imperative for conservation managers should now be conservation and 
restoration practices that maintain and increase genetic diversity within species and populations, thereby 
promoting both survival and adaptive processes. In situ translocations provide a novel method for threatened 
species management by increasing genetic diversity, reducing inbreeding and preparing populations for 
changing climatic conditions. Insights gained from this very cost effective “human assisted genetic 
connectivity” approach could be more broadly applied to other biota to increase genetic diversity and 
adaptability of populations to help them self-adapt to changing environmental conditions arising from climate 
change. Project may be viewed:  
ABC Catalyst program: http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/3480259.htm 
Excellent children’s version: http://www.abc.net.au/btn/story/s3491981.htm 
 

 

Does dimorphism in flower display influence bee foraging behaviour? 
 
Mark AS, Hogendoorn K, and Keller MA 
University of Adelaide, Australia 
 
Bees have flower preferences and exhibit selective foraging behaviour. It is assumed that the floral traits of 
bee-pollinated flowers have evolved in response to these preferences. Dioecious Solanum species rely 
completely on buzz pollinating bees for seed and fruit set, and show strong floral dimorphism. Female flowers 
are larger and solitary, while male flowers are smaller and occur in clusters on the plant. However male and 
female flowers do not differ in their amount of reward. We studied whether these morphological differences 
between male and female flowers influence the bee movement in a glasshouse. Visitation patterns of Amegilla 
murrayensis (blue-banded bee) were observed on sugar water feeders sporting small and large artificial 
flowers presented in clusters and solitarily. Bee visits were recorded for 60 minutes. Although bees had an 
initial preference for larger flowers, a decline in flower size preference was observed after 20 minutes. 
Presumably, bees quickly learned that there was no difference in the reward between flower sizes. Therefore, 
it is unlikely that flower size dimorphism in Solanum has evolved in response to bee preferences. Bees were 
attracted more frequently to flowers in clusters than solitary, though cluster flowers were smaller in size. Thus, 
clustering, but not flower size dimorphism may induce bee movement from male to female flowers. 
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Personality and foraging behavioural ecology in the wild zebra finch (Taeniopygia 
guttata) 
 
McCowan LSC1, Mariette MM2, and Griffith SC1 
1
Macquarie University, Australia 

2
Jean Monnet, Equipe Neuro-Ethologie Sensorielle, France 

 
The existence and fitness advantages of animal personality are currently a focus of major interest in 
behavioural ecology. In recent years, the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) has emerged as the primary model 
system for studying personality in avian species. However to date, all of that work has been conducted under 
controlled laboratory conditions, and on domesticated birds. By contrast, our work examined the causes and 
consequences of individual variations in foraging and exploratory behaviour in the wild. We investigated broad 
scale patterns of foraging in free-living zebra finches using a PIT tag system, with emphasis on the kind of 
personality trends that have been detected in previous studies of laboratory birds. Our dataset included over 
100 non-breeding males, each monitored for 2-4 weeks, between 2007 and 2011. We characterised a number 
of variables, such as the number, frequency, proportion and consistency of available feeders used and the 
total distance travelled on a daily basis. Feeders were relocated weekly over an area of 4 km

2
, to assess 

repeatability of foraging and exploratory behaviour and investigate routine formation. Special attention was 
paid to uncovering and illustrating a proactive-reactive behavioural syndrome in wild birds. We found that wild 
foraging behaviours were highly repeatable within individuals, suggesting they operate as important functional 
personality traits. Ultimately, this work will provide insight into the fitness advantages of the individual-specific 
foraging behaviours we have uncovered, resulting in their maintenance in wild populations. 
 

 

Bell miner call similarity correlates positively with both fine-scale kinship and helper 
effort 
 
McDonald PG1 and Wright J2 
1
University of New England, Australia 

2
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway 

 
Kin selection predicts that helpers in cooperative systems should preferentially aid relatives to maximize 
fitness. In family-based groups, this can be accomplished simply by assisting all group members. In more 
complex societies, where large numbers of kin and non-kin regularly interact, more sophisticated kin-
recognition mechanisms are needed. Bell miners (Manorina melanophrys) are just such a system where 
individuals regularly interact with both kin and non-kin within large colonies. Despite this complexity, individual 
helpers of both sexes facultatively work harder when provisioning the young of closer genetic relatedness. We 
investigated the mechanism by which such adaptive discrimination occurs by assessing genetic kinship 
influences on the structure of more than 1900 provisioning vocalizations of 185 miners. These ‘mew’ calls 
showed a significant, positive linear increase in call similarity with increasing genetic relatedness, most 
especially in comparisons between male helpers and the breeding male. Furthermore, individual helping effort 
was more heavily influenced by call similarity to breeding males than to genetic relatedness, as predicted if 
call similarity is indeed the rule-of-thumb used to discriminate kin in this system. Individual mew call structure 
appeared to be inflexible and innate, providing an effective mechanism by which helpers can assess their 
relatedness to any individual. This provides, to our knowledge, the first example of a mechanism for fine-scale 
kin discrimination in a complex avian society. 
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From farm-duck to desert nomad - how waterfowl respond to rapidly changing 
environments 
 
McEvoy J, Ribot RFH, Roshier D, and Bennett ATD 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
In dynamic and unpredictable landscapes individuals must respond to highly variable resource distributions.  
Understanding the behaviours associated with this response is a key issue in the ecology of arid regions. In 
Australia, irregular cycles of flooding and drought produce localised pulses of productivity separated by many 
years and interspersed with prolonged dry periods. The ecology of many birds in this system is dictated by this 
irregular cycle of “boom and bust”.  A one in twenty year flooding event provided a unique opportunity to 
deploy GPS technology to track the movements of 38 individual pacific black duck (Anas superciliosa) during 
a “boom’ phase.  The trajectories of these individuals were analysed using Behavioural Change Point Analysis 
to identify switches between sedentary and nomadic movement phases. The initiation and cessation of long 
distance movements were examined in relation to local and regional scale changes in weather conditions. 
These data demonstrate how movement behaviour can change rapidly in relation to both local fluctuations in 
local weather conditions and landscape level changes in resource distribution. 
 

 

Using video playback to determine the role of visual opponent assessment in a 
jumping spider (Salticidae) 
 
McGinley RH and Taylor PW 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Jumping spiders (Salticidae) are known both for their excellent vision and the ritualised visual displays they 
use during intraspecific interactions. Despite this, several correlative studies suggest that jumping spiders may 
not assess their opponents during agonistic interactions. In order to examine the role of visual cues in contests 
and whether jumping spiders visually assess their opponents, we have been examining the responses of 
males of the jumping spider Servaea vestita to videos of aggressive displays from conspecifics. As size is 
correlated with fighting ability, we have varied the size of the video opponents in order to examine the relative 
effects of opponent size vs. own size on contest dynamics. We have also conducted experiments that 
combine video stimuli with silk draglines from either large or small conspecific males to examine whether the 
fighting ability of opponents can be assessed via alternative sources of information. We will discuss the 
relative importance of these cues from different modalities as mediators of decisions made during jumping 
spider contests. 
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Do crimson rosellas (Platycercus elegans) use olfaction as a sensory signal for 
communication? 
 
Mihailova M, Berg ML, Buchanan KL, and Bennett ATD 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Traditionally, olfactory signalling was disregarded as an important form of communication in birds. Recently, 
there is growing evidence that birds use odour for several functions. However, many gaps remain such as the 
role of odour in species recognition and mate choice in birds. The crimson rosella is an ideal candidate for 
studying olfactory signalling. It is a highly variable species, featuring a series of gradually divergent 
populations. The species also produces a distinct and strong odour, which has never been investigated. We 
aim to combine chemical analyses and behavioural experiments to test the function of this odour. Gas 
chromatography mass spectrometry (GCMS) is a promising but little used technique for quantifying odour 
variation in birds. We demonstrate the utility of this method and show that individuals vary greatly in odour 
composition. We are now using this method to assess odour differences among individuals, subspecies, 
sexes, age classes and parasite infection. We also present initial results of an experiment to test whether 
crimson rosellas discriminate plumage odours at their nestbox, and use odours as signals for species and 
sub-species recognition. So far, promising yet currently insignificant results have been obtained. We also 
describe future lab- and field-based behavioural experiments to test the species for sex recognition, individual 
recognition and mate choice through olfaction. Our findings and the methods that we develop will assist 
understanding the effects of olfaction in birds to communication, mate choice, sexual selection and speciation. 
 

 

Are there ecological constraints on eavesdropping on other species’ alarm calls? 
 
Murray TG and Magrath RD 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Many animals eavesdrop on the alarm calls of heterospecifics to gain information about predators, but such 
eavesdropping could be more challenging than using conspecific alarm calls. Eavesdroppers could lack 
familiarity with heterospecific calls, or lack sensory or neural adaptations for their detection or recognition. 
Such challenges are likely to be greater when signals are degraded or of low amplitude, which would limit the 
ecological value of heterospecific eavesdropping. We used playback experiments to compare the responses 
of two bird species to conspecific and heterospecific alarm calls differing in amplitude and degree of 
degradation. Experimental attenuation simulated nearly a tripling of distance (9dB drop), while experimental 
degradation simulated the addition of 15m of degradation through dense foliage. Although white-browed 
scrubwrens responded similarly to conspecific and superb fairy-wren alarm calls, fairy-wrens were less 
responsive to scrubwren calls than conspecific alarm calls. Both species were less likely to flee to cover in 
response to calls of lower amplitude, but call degradation itself had no overall effect on response.  Despite 
predictions to the contrary, signal degradation and attenuation did not reduce the value of heterospecific calls 
more than that of conspecific calls. We conclude that species can differ in their responsiveness to 
heterospecific calls, but that signal deterioration during transmission of signals does not necessarily reduce 
the value of heterospecific eavesdropping. Alarm signals and recognition rules may both be adapted to 
minimize the effects of signal deterioration on recognition. 
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Homing from unfamiliar locations: A new approach by the Australian jack jumpers 
 
Narendra A, Reid SF, Gourmaud S, and Zeil J 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Animals learn to recognize and use the visual landmark panorama when navigating between goals, such as a 
nest, burrow or a food resource. In this way, insects, for instance, become familiar with routes and locations, 
but do not acquire a map. When displaced to unfamiliar places, animals either search extensively or follow 
their home vector that is computed by their path integration system (using a celestial compass and an 
odometer), in particular during outbound journeys. We used a Differential GPS tracking method (accuracy 
<10cm) to discover that individual Australian jack jumper ants, however, find the shortest path home from any 
direction within 10-15 m of the inconspicuous nest entrance. Individual ants are unlikely to have been to all 
these locations, because foragers typically establish and adhere to a particular foraging sector for their entire 
lifetime. What navigational information could these ants be using when finding home from unfamiliar 
locations? We reconstructed the panoramic views of ants at release stations and analysed where they were 
looking before deciding on a heading direction. We found that they do not appear to look at specific landmarks 
but rather appear to identify the direction of the best match between the current view and views stored close to 
the nest. We determined the rotational Image Difference Function (IDF) for each release site by rotating 
release station views against the view taken at the nest. In open woodlands, the IDFs at 10m release stations 
all have a minimum (best match) in the direct home direction. 
 

 

Myrmechocory as an egg dispersal strategy in the Phasmatodea 
 
O’Hanlon JC 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
In order to disperse their seeds some tree species have evolved a symbiotic relationship with ants termed 
Myrmecochory. By providing a food reward attached to their seeds plants induce ants to pick up their seeds 
and carry them into their nests where they are safe from predation, desiccation and parasitism. What is more 
incredible is that plants are not the only organisms to have evolved this strategy. Many stick insects lay eggs 
with a fleshy structure attached termed a capitulum. In some species the capitulum has been shown to 
function analogously to the plant elaiosome in that it induces ants to carry the phasmid egg into their nests. In 
the vast majority of stick insect species however the function of the capitulum is unknown. It shows a great 
deal of variation in structure and is present in many different phasmid lineages. This project investigates how 
ubiquitous the relationship is between phasmid eggs and ants. Using comparative behavioural assays and 
phylogenetic analyses, the function of the capitulum in phasmids, is investigated across this diverse order of 
insects. 
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Ecology and movements of banded stilts 
 
Pedler RD and Bennett ATD 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Banded Stilts are iconic among Australian birds for their classic boom and bust life ecology strategy, which 
involves them travelling hundreds of kilometres to inland salt lakes following major rainfall events and breeding 
en masse in colonies totalling tens or hundreds of thousands to exploit rich but highly ephemeral food 
resources. Despite Australian ornithology’s fascination with boom and bust and this species in particular, there 
is very little known about the strategies and cues important to this complex and risky ecological strategy, 
particularly in view of the threats facing the species from climate change, regulation of inland waterways, toxic 
waste-water storages and predation at breeding events. Detailed observations at recent breeding events 
during the current La Niña event and satellite tracking using 5 gram solar-powered tags demonstrate that the 
infrequent and energetically costly breeding events may often end in failure, given the extremely ephemeral 
nature of conditions suitable for breeding and predation by Silver Gulls. Early satellite tracking results so far 
suggest that a large number of inland ephemeral lakes may play an important role as stop-over sites for stilts 
and several cross-continental movements  demonstrate the that the degree of interconnectedness between 
eastern and western Australia is likely to be much greater than previously thought. 
 

 

Can historical song recordings shed light on extinction via hybridisation of Darwin’s 
tree finches on Floreana Island? 
 
Peters KJ, Robertson J, and Kleindorfer S 
Flinders University of South Australia, Australia 
 
Song is a culturally learned trait in Darwin’s finches used for mate choice and species recognition. Previous 
research has shown that song in Darwin’s ground finches remained unchanged across 40 years. Here, we test 
for the same pattern in three sympatric species of Darwin’s tree finches: small, medium and large tree finch 
(Carmarhynchus parvalus, C. psittacula and C. pauper respectively) on Floreana Island. We suspect the 
current species status has gone from three to two species due to extinction via hybridisation. Our data show 
only two genetic populations in 2010 and one intermediate hybrid population. We propose that the large tree 
finch is extinct, and that the three populations we have been monitoring include small tree finch, medium tree 
finch, and hybrid tree finch. Since 2010, we performed playback experiments with contemporary (BirdLab 
2005) and historical (Bowman 1960s) song to test the following predictions. (1) Because the small tree finch 
song is comparable between 1960 and 2010, and its morphology has not changed, we predict (a) comparable 
response to historical and contemporary song, and (b) stronger response to conspecific than heterospecific 
playback. (2) Because the large tree finch is extinct, we predict that no extant species will respond to playback 
of the historical large tree finch song. (3) We predict that the contemporary hybrid finch will respond to 
contemporary and historical playback of small and medium tree finch. These predictions were supported, 
suggesting that the large tree finch is extinct. The genetic data show an unequivocal hybrid population. The 
hybrid population had an undifferentiated response to the song from both parent species, as predicted. 
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The cost of being nocturnal: Navigation strategies of the large-eyed Myrmecia ants 
 
Raderschall CA, Narendra A, and Zeil J 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Vision is an extremely important sense for animal navigation since many animals rely on landmarks or the 
celestial compass to navigate between their home and other places of significance. During night, however, 
navigation becomes a challenging task. Even during a clear full-moon night, light levels drop by more than 
100,000 times compared to bright sunlight, making night-time an extremely information-poor environment. 
Workers of the bullant Myrmecia pyriformis go foraging only after sunset. They are solitary foragers and use 
vision to navigate between their nest and their foraging tree. We know the eyes of these ants are well adapted 
to a nocturnal lifestyle. But does being night-active come at a cost, especially in the context of navigation, 
which is fundamental for these central place foragers. To address this, we captured ants at the foraging tree, 
fed them and displaced them 10m away from the nest at dark, dim and bright light conditions. We also 
released some ants in unfamiliar locations at different light intensities to identify the navigation strategies they 
use. Next, we caught ants again at the tree, fed them, but then released them back at the tree – thus along 
their familiar route – during dark, dim and bright light conditions. Here, we will present our findings of the ants’ 
ability to find home, their walking speed, path sinuosity and also the navigational strategies they use at 
different light conditions. 
 

 

Slime moulds use an external spatial ‘memory’ to navigate in complex environments 
 
Reid C1, Latty T1, Dussutour A2, and Beekman M1 
1
University of Sydney, Australia 

2
Université Toulouse III, France 

 
Spatial memory enhances an organism’s navigational ability. Such memories typically reside within an 
organism’s brain. But what if an organism has no brain? We show here that the brainless slime mould 
Physarum polycephalum, constructs a form of spatial memory by avoiding areas that it has previously covered 
with extracellular slime, a substance deposited on the substrate behind the moving cell. Using this mechanism 
the slime mould is able to navigate successfully even when it faces the U-shaped trap problem – a classic test 
of autonomous navigational ability that is commonly used in robotics. The trap problem requires the slime 
mould to reach a chemoattractive goal on the opposite side of a U-shaped barrier. When drawn into the trap, 
the organism must rely on other methods than gradient-following to escape and reach the goal. The data show 
that the external spatial memory system greatly enhances the slime mould’s ability to navigate in the complex 
trap environment. Our results also suggest that an externalised spatial memory may be the precursor to the 
internal memory of higher organisms. 
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Nomadic migrations of black swans (Cygnus atratus) in arid Australia following La 
Niña floods 
 
Ribot RFH, McEvoy J, and Bennett ATD 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Nomadic waterbirds of the arid interior of Australia must travel large distances to locate seasonally and 
spatially unpredictable water resources which are ephemeral.  How they solve this navigation problem is a 
major unsolved puzzle of bird migration. After years of drought, two La Niña years caused heavy rainfalls and 
an influx of vast numbers of waterbirds into the arid interior of Australia. During this period, we deployed GPS 
satellite-transmitters on Black Swans (Cygnus atratus), with multiple fixes per day, to reveal their movements 
on an unprecedented temporal and spatial scale.  Most long distance flights, in order to find new resources, 
were undertaken at night, and were successfully directed to areas with recent floods. Distances of movements 
were found to vary substantially between night and day.  The hypothesized cues used by birds to ‘predict’ 
weather and rain in distant locations will be discussed along with evidence from our study in support of these.   
Our findings provide new insight into the navigation ecology of nomadic individuals and how birds can 
accurately locate water resources dispersed over many hundreds of kilometres in a rapidly changing 
environment. 
 

 

Building genetic networks using relatedness information: A novel approach for the 
estimation of dispersal and characterization of group structure in social animals 
 
Rollins LA1, Browning LE2,3, Holleley CE1, Savage J3, Russell AF4,5, and Griffith SC1 
1
Macquarie University, Australia 

2
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Natal dispersal is an important life-history trait driving variation in individual fitness and, therefore, a proper 
understanding of the factors underlying dispersal behaviour is critical to many fields including population 
dynamics, behavioural ecology and conservation biology. However, individual dispersal patterns remain 
difficult to quantify despite many years of research using direct and indirect methods. Here, we quantify 
dispersal in a single intensively-studied population of the cooperatively breeding chestnut-crowned babbler 
(Pomatostomus ruficeps) using genetic networks created from the combination of pairwise relatedness data 
and social networking methods, and compare this to dispersal estimates from re-sighting data. Not only does 
this novel approach identify movements between social groups within our study sites but also provides an 
estimation of immigration rates of individuals originating outside the study site. Both genetic and re-sighting 
data indicated that dispersal was strongly female-biased, but the magnitude of dispersal estimates was much 
greater using genetic data. This suggests that many previous studies relying on mark-recapture data may 
have significantly underestimated dispersal. An analysis of spatial genetic structure within the sampled 
population also supports the idea that females are more dispersive, with females having no structure beyond 
the bounds of their own social group while male genetic structure expands for 750 meters from their social 
group. Although the genetic network approach we have used is an excellent tool for visualising the social and 
genetic micro-structure of social animals and identifying dispersers, our results also indicate the importance of 
applying them in parallel with behavioural and life-history data. 
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Does kinship matter? Group hunting and communal feeding in social crab spiders 
 
Ruch J1,2, Herberstein ME1, and Schneider JM2 
1
Macquarie University, Australia 

2
University of Hamburg, Germany 

 
Cooperative actions that require an initial investment are prone to cheating if the gains are shared irrespective 
of the individual investment. Social spiders hunt single large prey items as a group and forage communally, 
thus cheating is likely to occur. Individuals can save investment during the hunt as well as during feeding 
which in spiders is the external investment of digestive enzymes. The dynamics are somewhat explored in 
web-building spiders but hardly anything is known about the rare cases of group hunting in the absence of a 
web. Social crab spider communities are mainly composed of relatives, but immigrants are accepted in the 
nest. So far it was assumed that single individuals hunt but then share large prey with nest mates. Here we 
report first observations of group-hunting Diaea ergandros in their natural habitat. Moreover, we asked 
whether these spiders perform differently in hunting and feeding depending on relatedness within groups. 
Spider group performance was observed in the laboratory to quantify cooperation and competition for both, 
hunting and feeding. Groups that were experimentally composed of either related or unrelated spiders differed 
in their behaviour in that group hunting was only observed among kin. Furthermore, related spiders fed in 
larger numbers and grew more homogenously. Living with kin seems to be particularly advantageous for less 
competitive individuals, while the latter are likely to succumb when living with non-kin. 
 

 

Handedness in birds depends upon the task and the individual 
 
Schiffner I and Srinivasan MV 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Biases in handedness and lateralization are a well-known phenomenon in many social animals, including 
humans. However, such biases have mostly been studied at the population level - individual biases have 
seldom been examined or reported. Here we report highly significant individual biases in 7 male budgerigars, 
Melopsittacus undulatus, a highly social parrot inhabiting the Australian bushlands. We performed 5 choice 
experiments, all centred around tasks of landing on or climbing onto perches arranged in various 
configurations. The birds display highly significant biases in each of these tasks, but the biases displayed by 
any particular individual vary with the task. We also find that these individual preferences are overridden 
completely when a bird has to perform a task simultaneously with another bird. Overall, there is little evidence 
for the existence of a population bias in any of these tasks, as is usually the case in social animals. Analysis of 
the data reveals that the preferred foot when landing on the perch is almost invariably the outermost foot, thus 
suggesting that landing choices may, at least in part, be determined by foot choice when climbing. However, 
foot preference accounts only for 25% of the observed variation, indicating that additional factors play a role in 
determining perch choice, landing position and landing approach. Our findings show, for the first time, that 
handedness in birds can vary strongly with the individual and with the task at hand, and can also be influenced 
profoundly when birds interact with each other. 
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Information content of visual scenes influences systematic search of desert ants 
 
Schultheiss P1, Wystrach A1,2,*, Legge ELG3, and Cheng K1 
1
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2
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3
University of Alberta, Canada 
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Many animals – including insects – navigate visually through their environment. Solitary foraging desert ants 
are known to acquire visual information from the surrounding panorama and use it to navigate along habitual 
routes or to pinpoint a goal like the nest. Returning foragers that fail to find the nest entrance engage in 
searching behaviour, during which they continue to use vision. The characteristics of searching behaviour 
have typically been investigated in unfamiliar environments. Here we investigated in detail the nest searching 
behaviour of Melophorus bagoti foragers within the familiar visual environment of their nest. First, by relating 
search behaviour to the information content of panoramic (360°) images, we found that searches were more 
accurate in visually cluttered environments. Second, as observed in unfamiliar visual surrounds, searches 
were dynamic and gradually expanded with time, showing that nest-pinpointing is not rigidly controlled by 
vision. Third, contrary to searches displayed in unfamiliar environments, searches observed here could be 
modelled as a single exponential search strategy, which is similar to a Brownian walk, and there was no 
evidence of a Lévy walk. Overall, our results revealed that searching behaviour is remarkably flexible and 
varies according to the relevance of information provided by the surrounding visual scenery. 
 

 

Ants’ homing behaviour can be biased by recent experience of familiar scenes: A 
newly observed interaction between path integration and view learning 
 
Schwarz S, Wystrach A, Baniel A, and Cheng K 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Visually guided ants rely mainly on three different navigational strategies while travelling through the outside 
world. They use path integration and terrestrial panoramic views complemented by search behaviours. 
Several studies examined the ants’ navigational toolkit and findings are often interpreted as simple 
interactions between these navigational strategies. Here, however, we report a newly observed behaviour, 
which suggests a more sophisticated interaction between the components of an ant’s navigational toolkit. We 
investigated how desert ants (Melophorus bagoti) employ directional compass information in terms of different 
distances travelled and their respective visual sceneries. For that, ants were captured at different stages of 
their homing route and released in unfamiliar terrain. By analysing their initial homing directions we discovered 
that M. bagoti ants did not strictly follow the direction dictated by their path integrator but oriented in the 
opposite direction when captured less than 2 metres from their nest. In other words, ants close to the nest 
backtracked in the oppositely direction they just had travelled. Interestingly, this backtracking behaviour 
involves not only odometric information but also views obtained during either the last stage of the homing 
route or the nest vicinity. This raises fundamental questions about the cognitive architecture in ant navigation. 
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Sexual conflict in a cephalopod 
 
Squires ZS1, Wong BM2, Norman MD3, and Stuart-Fox D1 
1
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The existence and prevalence of polyandry continues to interest evolutionary biologists, and could offer 
important insight into fundamental biological questions regarding the maintenance of genetic variation. Why do 
females mate multiply in systems where; they receive no direct benefits from multiple mating, where they 
receive enough viable sperm to fertilise all their eggs from one mating and where mating is highly costly? In 
these cases, females may be mating polyandrously to gain genetic benefits, such as good or compatible 
genes, or a diverse range of genes. Females may gain these benefits pre-copulation, by trading-up or bet 
hedging, or post-copulation, by biasing paternity towards particular males using cryptic female choice of sperm 
or preferential sperm storage. However, males use their own tactics, such as rival sperm manipulation, to 
increase their own competitive advantage and chance of paternity. Here we investigate these aspects of 
sexual conflict using a model system, dumpling squid (Euprymna tasmanica). Females were mated 
monandrously or polyandrously, in a design controlling for mating order. For the first time in any cephalopod, 
our data also show that females gain benefits from polyandry. We found that polyandrous females produce 
eggs at a faster rate than monandrous females which may increase their competitive advantage and select for 
polyandry. In addition, we found that male squid altered their behaviour when copulating with females that had 
recently mated indicating the potential for manipulation of rival sperm. Paternity analysis indicates the last 
male to mate has an advantage in this system. 
 

 

High-resolution polarization vision in cephalopods 
 
Temple SE1,2, Pignatelli V2, Cook T2, How MJ2, Chiou TH2, Roberts NW1, and Marshall NJ2 
1
University of Bristol, UK  

2
University of Queensland, Australia 

 
For cephalopods, which are colour blind, the polarization of light is thought to add another dimension to  
vision, thus providing an additional layer of image detail comparable to adding colour to a black and white 
image. However, behavioural investigation has shown that octopods are only able to differentiate between 
polarizations of light if the difference in angular orientation is greater than 20 degrees. This would make 
polarization vision inadequate for object detection and recognition in most natural scenes. We tested the 
ability of various cephalopods to discriminate between different angles of polarized light by displaying looming 
stimuli on a modified LCD computer monitor that displays in polarization instead of colour. Using evoked 
changes in body colouration as an indicator of detection, cuttlefish were found to be able to distinguish 
differences in the orientation of polarized light as small as 1 degree, while squid and octopus were less 
sensitive (3-10 degrees). Not only does this finding in cuttlefish represent the most acute polarization 
discrimination measured behaviourally in any animal, it also provides a level of resolution suitable for natural 
visual scenes. We investigated the advantages of such high-resolution polarization vision by analyzing 
naturalistic underwater scenes using computer based polarization imaging. Increasing the angular resolution 
in our system showed that high-resolution polarization vision in cuttlefish may provide a way of breaking 
intensity-based camouflage and may also broaden communication channels in the polarization dimension for 
animals like cuttlefish that produce polarized body patterns. 
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Bat-chelor pads: The reproductive ecology of the lesser short-tailed bat (Mystacina 
tuberculata) 
 
Toth CA, Cummings G, and Parsons S 
University of Auckland, New Zealand 
 
The Lesser Short-tailed Bat (Mystacina tuberculata) is a medium-sized, tree-roosting species found 
predominantly in old-growth forests across New Zealand. Mystacina tuberculata holds the distinction of being 
the most terrestrial bat in the world, represents fully half of New Zealand’s remaining native land mammals, 
and may be only the second species of bat described using a lek mating system. During the summer months 
males individually occupy and defend small hollows in trees and sing for extended periods of time, presumably 
to attract passing females. These “singing roosts” appear to be clustered, and suggest lek breeding. Beyond 
this, little is known of their breeding behaviour as a whole. My work aims to confirm or refute lek breeding in 
short-tailed bats through the identification of lekking criteria in their reproductive behaviour. At the same time I 
will elucidate finer details of their reproductive biology, including roost-site selection criteria employed by 
males and mate selection criteria employed by females. Short-tailed bats are listed as Endangered across 
their range, and such knowledge of their reproductive behaviour can aid in the design of conservation 
strategies. I will present findings from my first field season, while also discussing plans for the continuation of 
this research. 
 

 

The mathematics of female signalling strategies 
 
Umbers KDL1, Symonds MRE2, and Kokko H1 
1
Australian National University, Australia 

2
University of Melbourne, Australia 

 
A female’s decision to signal for a mate may be based on myriad stimuli. Such stimuli can arise from her 
current state (internal), be in response to an environmental event (external), and ultimately function to promote 
or thwart mating. Internal stimuli may include mating status (virgin / mated), time since last mating, age, sexual 
maturity and even satiation (e.g. in sexually cannibalistic species), while external stimuli may include the 
perceived number of available mates, temperature, and time of day, for example. Both internal and external 
stimuli change over time and at any given age, females may make different decisions about when, where, for 
how long and how intensively they should signal. To investigate this idea, we reviewed the literature and built 
an evolutionary model to disentangle the changes in optimal strategies of female moth signalling (pheromone 
production and calling effort) over their lifetimes. We found that female moths exhibit a variety of strategies in 
nature and present these within our theoretical framework. 
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Phenotypic change in a sexually selected phenological trait affected by climate 
change 
 
van de Pol M, Osmond H, and Cockburn A 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Climate change can cause phenotypic change when traits are phenotypically plastic or under selection, 
particularly in phenological traits (e.g. timing of reproduction, migration, moult). Although individuals express 
phenological traits at different times–and thus under different climatic conditions-, the possibility that the 
strength of selection on timing events varies during the year as a function of the prevailing conditions is 
overwhelmingly ignored. Progress is particularly hampered by the fact that studies routinely analyze 
phenological traits within a quantitative trait framework. Applying novel methods to 22 years of field data we 
investigate how the expression, cost and benefits of the timing of nuptial moult varies seasonally in superb 
fairy-wrens. Trait expression is both climate- and age-dependent, but the degree of plasticity varies with age. 
Old males can acquire the nuptial plumage very early after high rainfall, but 1- to 2-year-olds cannot. However, 
males of all ages that defer moult to later in the year acquire nuptial plumage earlier when conditions are 
warmer. The underlying mechanism appears to be that old males may risk moulting in the most challenging 
period to attract females: in autumn, when drought restricts food abundance and during the cold winter. By 
contrast, young males always moult during the spring transition to benign–warmer and generally wetter–
conditions. Temperature changes dominate this transition that heralds the breeding season, thereby causing 
both young and late-moulting older birds to be temperature sensitive. These detailed insights are crucial for 
predicting phenotypic change, since climate does not change equally during the year. 
 

 

Circular web decorations do not attract prey 
 
Walter A, Shuttleworth M, Martinuzzo B, Thomas J, Cielesh M, and Elgar MA 
University of Melbourne, Australia 
 
The evolutionary significance of silken web decorations in the orb webs of spiders is poorly understood 
despite being the subject of numerous studies. Very few of these studies have addressed the evolutionary 
origin of web decorating, and the debate about current functions of the decoration signal remains lively. 
Arguably the most widely accepted explanation highlights its role as a prey attractant. However, the diversity 
of web decoration patterns is very high across different spider taxa, making it unlikely that this effect has broad 
taxonomic validity. Web decorations in the araneid genus Argiope consist of zigzag-shaped silk bands 
arranged in species-specific patterns: linear, cruciate, circular or irregular. Prey attracting effects have been 
demonstrated for liner and cruciate forms, and we tested this function for circular decorations in Argiope 
mascordi. Adult females were allowed to build webs in Perspex frames. Decorations were removed in half of 
the webs. Pairs of webs, either containing a decoration or not, were then placed in front of three different 
backgrounds: UV-light reflecting white paper, UV-absorbing black paper and rock-tiles simulating the natural 
background. The webs were placed in a flight arena containing 30 house flies for one hour and the prey 
capture success of each web was recorded. The prey interception rates were not significantly influenced by 
either the nature of the background or the presence of a decoration. Consequently, we conclude that circular 
silk decorations of A. mascordi do not serve as prey attractants. We discuss them as an anti-predator signal. 
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All signals are not equally informative: Acoustic signalling of kinship and social 
membership in the cooperatively breeding apostlebird, Struthidea cinerea 
 
Warrington M1, McDonald PG2, Russell AF3, Wright J4, and Griffith SC1 
1
Macquarie University, Australia  

2
University of New England, Australia 

3
University of Exeter, UK 

4
NTNU, Norway 

 
In cooperative breeders, helpers gain indirect fitness through assisting relatives and direct fitness from the 
social benefits of group living. The ability to recognize and discriminate between kin versus non-kin and group 
versus non-group members is therefore potentially important in determining how social groups form and how 
individual kin selected benefits are accrued. Finer kin discrimination may be particularly beneficial in groups of 
varying relatedness and social association. Discrimination in birds is often accomplished via acoustic 
vocalizations, where the reliability of the information can depend on how individual differences are acquired. 
Apostlebirds are cooperative breeders found in eastern Australia, They are extremely vocal and groups 
comprise of breeding pairs with related and unrelated helpers of both sexes. Apostlebirds exhibit a fission-
fusion social structure with larger winter social aggregations dividing into smaller breeding groups that are 
often variable in membership across years. We investigated acoustic communication as part of a longitudinal 
study (2004-2011) of a large colour-banded population. More than 10,000 vocalisations were recorded from 
>120 individuals in 17 social groups and analysed with respect to levels of genetic relatedness and social 
associations between individuals. We demonstrate that while some call types do not vary between individuals, 
other call types encode information concerning individual identity. Sources of variation within certain calls 
correlated with genetic relatedness as well as showing potential to encode group signatures. Our study 
indicates the importance of considering the broader repertoire and the specific contexts of calls when 
examining possible mechanisms of kin discrimination. 
 

 

Reproductive exploitation in a cephalopod 
 
Wegener BJ1, Stuart-Fox D2, Norman M3, and Wong B1 
1
Monash University, Australia 

2
Melbourne University, Australia 

3
Museum Victoria, Australia 

 
Gametes can represent a potentially nourishing food source for a manipulative mate. However, complete 
reproductive exploitation from such behaviour is rare, with exploited individuals typically securing some fitness 
benefits – albeit at reduced levels. Here we reveal, for the first time in a Cephalopod, female squid consuming 
spermatophores from their mates, with the nutrients received going directly to egg production. Furthermore, 
we provide evidence that males can experience complete reproductive failure due to delayed laying of egg 
clutches and short-term sperm storage in females. These findings suggest that males can directly contribute to 
the fitness of rival males without receiving any fitness benefits of their own. 
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Do jacky dragons, Amphibolurus muricatus, alter motion signal structure at times of 
increased predator densities? 
 
Weller KL and Peters RA 
La Trobe University, Australia 
 
Consideration of factors that affect signal structure have highlighted the importance of receiver sensory 
systems and the ecological constraints imposed by transmission channel properties, which alters signal 
structure or contains noise that affects reliable detection. In addition, signallers must avoid eavesdropping by 
predators. When predator pressure is high, signals are predicted to be more cryptic, while more elaborate and 
conspicuous signals could evolve if predators are rare. Recent studies on movement-based signals have 
highlighted the important role of environmental conditions at the time of signalling, however, there has been no 
consideration of the role of predators. Consequently, we sought to determine if, and how, a predator rich 
environment affects the signalling strategies of jacky dragons (Amphibolurus muricatus), focusing on 
introductory tail-flicking movements by male lizards. We compared lizard display responses to a conspecific 
male after exposure to a simulated predator and in the absence of the predator, predicting that tail flicking 
would be modified in the context of higher predation threat to limit detectability. However, the duration of tail 
flicking, time in motion and relative signalling effort did not differ between treatments. Variation in the spatial 
extent of the tip of the tail was also not significantly different between treatment groups. Importantly, we 
employed the same experimental design as earlier work to facilitate comparison between factors affecting 
signal structure. Comparison of effect sizes lead us to a preliminary conclusion that background plant motion 
exerts a much stronger effect on motion signal structure than the threat of predation. 
 

 

Bird-brained singers: How do genotype and the environment shape the neural 
substrate of singing behavior? 
 
Woodgate JL1, Bennett ATD1, Buchanan KL1, Catchpole CK2, and Leitner S3 
1
Deakin University, Australia 

2
University of London, UK 

3
Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, Germany 

 
Early developmental stress has been shown to have detrimental effects on the development of various 
secondary sexual traits in male birds, including song output, reducing their attractiveness to females. 
Reductions in song complexity are thought to be associated with neural changes in the song control system. 
We tested the contributions of sex, environmental stress and genetic background to the neural development of 
male zebra finches, Taeniopygia guttata, and on their song using a partial cross-fostering experiment in 
combination with a food restriction regime. We show that male zebra finches are more robust than females to 
the effects of environmental stress. After analyzing the brain morphology of more than 60 birds we provide 
estimates for the heritability of brain and song characteristics. We provide evidence that the volume of the 
HVC, perhaps the most important brain nucleus for song learning and production, is uniquely vulnerable to the 
effects of variation in the developmental environment. Interestingly, we show that birds raised in a common 
environment are more similar to one another in brain morphology than expected by chance. We discuss the 
interaction between genotype and the rearing environment in determining not only the development of brain 
areas associated with song learning and production but also the structure of male song. 
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Brain biogenic amines in honeybee stress responses 
 
Barron AB and Even N 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Physiological stress responses are very well described in mammals, especially the roles of catecholamines in 
the autonomic nervous system and the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. However physiological 
stress responses in insects are far less well described. To examine the roles of the biogenic amines in honey 
bee stress responses, we examined how brain levels of biogenic amines changed in response to a series of 
electric shocks, and how levels correlated with behavioural responsiveness. Here we found that the amount of 
dopamine, octopamine, serotonin and tyramine all changed in the honeybee brain following electric shock. 
Moreover responsiveness to the stress correlated with the amounts of these amines in the brain.  These 
results strongly suggest a role for biogenic amine systems as modulators of behavioural responses to stress in 
honey bees.  This gives a starting point to explore the concept of stress in insects, and its physiological 
factors. 
 

 

On the use of a single assay to assess behavioural types in personality research 
 
Beckmann C and Biro PA 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Despite a growing interest in animal personality whereby researchers characterize an individuals’ behavioral 
type (BT) and relate those BTs to measures of fitness and/or other ‘proximate’ variables, there is little 
guidance from the literature regarding data collection procedures that are sufficient to characterize an 
individuals’ BT. It is unclear what the best types of behavioural assays are, and there is no consensus on the 
appropriate number of assays per individual to adequately characterize BT’s.  Recently, a trend for 
researchers to use a single assay to assess BT’s has been gaining popularity, however there has been no 
validation of this approach.  If an individuals’ BT can be determined via a single assay, this would convey 
important advantages such as saving the researcher time and money, and reducing stress to the study 
animal.  We assessed whether the use of a single assay is adequate to assess the BTs of field caught coral 
reef fish, with the aim to validate this approach to determining BTs in behavioral studies.  The results of our 
study indicate a single quick assay was not an appropriate method for determining BT’s in our two study 
species, and so we recommend caution when designing studies on personality traits 
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GUD quantifies the foraging response of wallabies to plant chemistry 
 
Bedoya-Perez M, Banks PB, and McArthur C 
University of Sydney, Australia 
 
Foraging herbivores face the costs of plant defences, such as toxins, while trying to get the nutrients they 
need. Teasing apart the costs and benefits of plant defences and nutrients is complicated and often difficult 
with real plants because nutrient and toxin concentrations often co-vary. To overcome this problem we applied 
a well-established protocol in behavioural ecology, the giving-up-density (GUD) framework, to examine trade-
off decisions to quit patches that varied in toxin and nutrient quality made by free-ranging swamp wallabies 
(Wallabia bicolor). First we tested the effect of increasing food quality by altering primary dietary constituents. 
Then we tested the effect of decreasing food quality by altering plant toxin concentration. Finally we tested 
their combined effects. As predicted, GUD decreased with increasing dietary nitrogen (as a surrogate for the 
primary constituents defining food quality) and GUD increased with increasing dietary cineole (a plant toxin). 
However, when combined, the benefits of the primary constituents and the costs of the toxin were additive 
only when plant toxin concentration was low. As the toxin concentration was raised even further, the impacts 
of primary constituents and toxin became interactive. Thus animals are increasingly more likely to quit the 
feeding patches and respond to plant defences when the food quality from the primary constituents is low. 
These results demonstrate that the costs of plant toxins can only be considered in the context of the primary 
constituent background. 
 

 

Fishing harvest causes artificial selection on growth rate via behavior: The cost of a 
bold personality 
 
Biro PA and Sampson P 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
Variation in behaviour has long been known to affect catchability as fisherman and researchers know well; 
some are easily caught, others never. What determines their vulnerability?  I will suggest, based on the 
present experiment and literature review that (1) behaviour consistently varies across individuals in a 
population, affecting differences in vulnerability to harvest (2) behaviour is tightly linked to life history 
productivity, whereby productive individuals express higher levels of behaviours that help secure food and, (3) 
as a result of points 1 and 2, evolution towards slower growth and shy behavior seems likely in natural 
populations that are subject to harvesting. 
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The distribution of an invasive species in Australia, Sturnus vulgaris 
 
Cardilini AP1, Sherman CDH1, Buchanan KL1, and Cassey P2 
1
Deakin University, Australia 

2
University of Adelaide, Australia 

 
Exotic species represent the second largest threat to worldwide species biodiversity and are a leading cause 
of species extinction. The common starling is considered one of the most successful invasive species in the 
world. Starlings have become a significant pest in Eastern Australia, but have yet to establish in Western 
Australia, due to strong control efforts which have, to date, prevented this from happening. Species distribution 
models are an increasingly common tool, used to identify environmental variables that influence species’ 
distributions and predict the potential range of invasive species. Being able to predict regions at risk from 
invasive species is important because it allows for directed management practises, such as targeted 
monitoring and control. To date, most species distribution models have used long term average climate data 
to make predictions about species distributions; however, such data has been criticised for being too general 
in its application. To better understand the potential future distribution and identify variables that influence the 
starling’s current distribution in Australia, we produce two species distribution models. These use long term 
climate data and temporally explicit climate data, respectively. The data show that it is appropriate to use 
temporally explicit climate data to predict species distributions. These models confirm the potential for the 
starling to expand beyond its current range and demonstrate the potential role of climate change in effecting 
this expansion. 
 

 

Exposing resource allocation trade-offs between pre-and postcopulatory sexual 
selection in guppies 
 
Evans JP1, Rahman M1, Kelley JL1, Devigili A2, and Pilastro A2 
1
University of Western Australia, Australia 

2
University of Padova, Italy 

 
Guppies are sexually promiscuous freshwater fish that offer some of the strongest evidence for phenotypic 
and genetic integration of pre- and postcopulatory sexually selected traits. On the one hand, phenotypic 
studies have revealed that highly ornamented males have a competitive advantage in sperm competition, 
while on the other hand there is evidence from quantitative genetic work that reveals trade-offs between 
components of male display and ejaculate quality. How can we reconcile these apparently contradictory 
results? In our current work, we are testing whether patterns of resource availability can explain shifts in the 
relationship between pre- and postcopulatory sexually selected traits. I report preliminary findings from 
ongoing studies that manipulate both the quantity and quality of diets to (1) test for condition-dependent 
expression of traits involved in mate attraction and sperm competition, and (2) expose resource allocation 
trade-offs between these components of pre- and postcopulatory sexual selection. 
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Between  land  and  sea: Increased  bactericidal  activity  on  land  in  little  penguins 
(Eudyptula minor) suggests different immune strategies across environments 
 
Evans JK1,3, Dann P2, and Frankel T1 
1
La Trobe University, Australia 

2
Phillip Island Nature Parks, Australia 

3
Deakin University, Australia 

 
Little is known about the immune systems response to change in environment, particularly radical changes, for 
example, living between terrestrial and marine environments. We examined innate immunity in little penguins, 
which live between land and sea, during different stages of breeding and during moult using a blood- based 
bacterial killing assay. The capacity of individuals to kill Escherichia coli varied significantly in relation to life 
stage, with bactericidal killing being most effective and significantly higher in female adult penguins during 
nesting/fasting periods (incubation, guard and moult) on land compared with foraging periods (postguard) at 
sea. Bacterial killing abilities were similar between birds at incubation, guard and moult stages. The elevated 
bacterial killing capacity during nesting and fasting (incubation, guard and moult) would be particularly 
beneficial for protection from the presumed high pathogen  (bacterial)  loads in  their  nesting burrows/boxes. 
White blood cell counts were somewhat variable during breeding and the start of moult, but were significantly 
higher at the end of the moult period, an indicator of physiological stress.  These  results  suggest  that  little  
penguins  upregulate  their  bactericidal capacity during breeding/nesting/moult periods whilst on land, all of 
which are associated with prolonged periods of fasting and extended periods of burrow occupancy. 
 

 

Signalling quality & identity: A correlative study of white bill markings in the black 
swan, Cygnus atratus 
 
Formby MJ and Mulder RA 
University of Melbourne, Australia 
 
Avian species commonly use colouration and ornamentation as either signals of quality or identity. Although 
the two are not mutually exclusive, differences in the selection processes favouring their production are likely 
to give rise to distinguishing properties. To be reliable, quality signals should be costly and therefore condition-
dependent and correlated with indicators of fitness. Conversely, identity traits should have high degrees of 
genetic determination and lack correlations with indicators of fitness. High degrees of variation may be seen in 
both signal types, although among-individual variation should be higher than within-individual variation for 
identity signal function. Many studies of birds have demonstrated quality and identity using variation in 
colourful plumage as a model (e.g. Dale 2000). However, very little is known about the function of bill 
ornamentation, particularly for white ornaments that lack pigmentation. Black swans (Cygnus atratus) have 
bright red bills with a prominent white stripe running horizontally near the bill tip.  These white bill ornaments 
are highly variable in shape, size and brightness, as well as highly visible in a prominent area on the face. As 
such they are a likely candidate for a quality or an identity signal. To investigate the function of white bill 
markings using the hypothesised properties above, I undertook digital photograph and spectrometral analyses 
of red and white bill areas in 119 male and 114 female adult black swans at Albert Park Lake, South 
Melbourne, from July-October 2011. Outcomes of the study and areas for future research will be discussed. 
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Colour and spatial vision in tropical reef fish, Rhinecanthus aculeatus 
 
Ganeshina O, Wild R, and Vorobyev M 
University of Auckland, New Zealand 
 
Coral reef fishes use bright colours to advertise themselves to mates. The same patterns may serve for 
camouflage, as fishes often hide among contrasting backgrounds, and fish colouration is probably a 
compromise between the needs of camouflage and advertisement. How is the trade-off between camouflage 
and advertisement achieved? To answer this question, we studied spatial resolution of colour vision in a 
trigger fish, Rhinecanthus aculeatus. Retina of this fish contains three types of visual pigments  (S, M and L for 
short-, middle and long- wavelengths) which are housed in single cones (SC) and double  cones (DC). The 
single cones contain S pigment, the two members of double cones contain L and M pigments respectively. We 
trained fish to detect small dots on the background of a different colour. The spectral properties of the stimuli 
were adjusted so that they did not provide contrast to one type of cones, while providing contrast to all other 
cones. The minimal angular size of a dot which fish could detect was 0.38O, given that the stimulus had 
contrast for double cones. When the contrast for double cones was suppressed the minimal size was equal to 
3.3O. Our results may indicate that high spatial resolution vision is mediated by double cones, while single 
cones are used for colour vision. These results can be used to understand the utility of coloured patterns in 
fish. 
 

 

Luck or skill? Mid-air collision avoidance in flying honeybees 
 
Groening J, McLeod L, Liebsch N, Schiffner I, and Srinivasan MV 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Do flying honeybees actively avoid collisions, and if so, how is this achieved? We examined this question by 
training honeybees to fly in a narrow tunnel to collect a reward of sugar solution, and filming their trajectories 
in 3D. The restricted cross section of the tunnel increased the probability of head-on collisions. We found that 
collisions occurred very rarely, and at a much lower rate than predicted by random chance (4.6% versus 
17.5%), indicating that bees actively avoid mid-air collisions. Analysis of mid-air encounters revealed that bees 
approaching each other head-on are more likely to veer to the left, passing each other on their right hand side. 
When bees approach each other at different heights, they do not swerve. Collision avoidance occurs only 
when the lateral separation of the approaching bees is lower than 30mm, and is initiated 50mm ahead of the 
crossover point. Approaching bees appear to initiate collision avoidance simultaneously and independently. 
These findings are important not only in the context of neurobiology, but also in the design of aircraft vision 
systems for automated collision avoidance. 
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Improved cholinergic transmission is detrimental to behavioural plasticity in 
honeybees (Apis melifera) 
 
Guez D, Zhu H, and Zhang S 
University of Newcastle, Australia 
 
Unravelling the role of neuromessenger processes in learning and memory has long interested researchers. 
We investigated the effects of an acetylcholinesterase blocker, Methyl Parathion (MeP), on honeybee 
learning. We used visual and olfactory tasks to test whether MeP had a detrimental effect on the acquisition of 
new knowledge when this new knowledge contradicts previously acquired one. Our results indicate that 
treatment with MeP prior to conditioning was significantly detrimental to the acquisition of incongruous (but not 
irrelevant or congruous) new knowledge due to improved recall. The neurobiological and ecotoxicological 
consequences of these results are discussed. 
 

 

Do wild zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) respond to aerial alarm calls of sympatric 
heterospecifics? 
 
Guiliano C1, Magrath RD2, Griffith SC3, and Peters RA1 
1
La Trobe University, Australia 

2
Australian National University, Australia 

3
Macquarie University, Australia 

 
The zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) is a highly vocal and social Australian songbird likely to communicate 
about danger with acoustic signals, but does not appear to employ an alarm call to cooperatively avoid 
predation. Consequently, we hypothesised that zebra finch would eavesdrop on available acoustic information 
in their environment, and used a playback experiment to investigate whether zebra finches in arid Australia 
respond to aerial alarm calls of sympatric heterospecifics, namely variegated fairy-wren (Malurus lamberti) and 
white-winged fairy-wren (M. leucopterus). The alarm calls were broadcast to feeding zebra finch, along with 
songs of male chirruping wedgebills (Psophodes cristatus) as non-alarming control stimuli. Zebra finch 
responded to wedgebill control song with flight more often than in response to alarm call stimuli. Further 
analysis of zebra finch behaviour revealed a trend toward increased bouts of vigilance after presentations, 
although this change in behaviour did not significantly differ between the treatment and control stimuli. 
Interestingly, zebra finch feeding bouts decreased after the control playback and increased after playback of 
the variegated fairy-wren alarm call. Investigation into the acoustic properties of the only two flight-eliciting 
alarm call stimuli suggests the auditory perception of zebra finch might constrain reliable use of these 
heterospecific alarm calls. Zebra finch may only be capable of exploiting a small percentage of reliable, and 
most likely, relevant information that is available for eavesdropping in their preferred arid environment. Or 
alternatively, further investigation may reveal zebra finches are able to utilise alarm calls of other sympatric 
species. 
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Why would a male stay around after mating? 
 
Harts AMF and Kokko H 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Why should males stay around and guard a female when he could also be looking for other mating 
opportunities? The function of mate guarding is to decrease the likelihood that the female mates with other 
males. Simultaneously, looking for other females to mate with is difficult without leaving the female he is 
currently guarding. A male should thus choose a strategy that optimizes the time he spends guarding in 
respect to the fertilization success and the likelihood of meeting additional females. There are a number of 
factors important in determining whether he is going to lose paternity if he stops guarding and whether he will 
find additional mates: the density of males and females is particularly interesting as the number of available 
females per male depends on the guarding decisions of others. We constructed a model that looks at this 
question of optimal duration of mate guarding. We use the operational sex ratio, population density and sperm 
precedence as factors to assess under which circumstances a male has higher reproductive success if he 
guards longer or shorter than average. 
 

 

Kinship affects the tolerance of neighbours in a highly territorial cooperative breeder 
 
Humphries DJ1,4, Bell MBV2,4, Finch FM4, and Ridley AR1,3,4 
1
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2
University of Edinburgh, UK 

3
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4
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Many cooperative breeders live in highly kin-structured social groups. The high relatedness of social group 
members has made them a proving ground for theories of inclusive fitness, with a multitude of studies looking 
at how relatedness affects intra-group interactions. However, few studies have looked at how relatedness is 
affecting interactions between social groups. We investigated the effect of relatedness on territorial defence in 
the Southern pied babbler (Turdoides bicolor), a highly territorial, cooperatively breeding passerine of arid 
Southern Africa. We found that: (i) territories overlapped substantially more when neighbouring groups 
contained close relatives; and (ii) inter-group aggression between related groups occurred less frequently, 
tended to be shorter in duration, involved less vocal display and tended to escalate into physical fighting less 
often than interactions between unrelated groups. We also quantified the cost of territorial aggression by 
measuring daily weight gain, and revealed that territorial defence is a costly activity. Neighbouring groups 
containing kin therefore gain both additional space and pay lower costs in doing so. We suggest that this 
represents a novel form of kin-directed altruism that may be common in territorial species where dispersal is 
limited. 
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A relationship between personality and immunity in superb fairy-wrens (Malurus 
cyaneus) 
 
Jacques-Hamilton R and Peters A 
Monash University, Australia 
 
Animal personality refers to differences in behaviour between individuals which are consistent across time 
and/or contexts. Although research in the field of animal personality has recently been receiving growing 
attention, the relationship between personality and immunity remains poorly understood. A relationship 
between immunity and personality could be expected as both are linked to similar neuronal and hormonal 
systems. For example, testosterone level is often related to aggression (a personality trait), and is also 
immunosuppressive. As immunity is a fundamental self-maintenance process, understanding its relationship 
with personality may provide important insights, particularly into health and disease risk, but also into 
conservation, and other biological processes such as evolution. I will investigate how personality covaries with 
constitutive immune factors in the Superb Fairy-Wren (Malurus cyaneus). I quantify personality traits (including 
boldness, exploration, aggression and activity) of wild-caught fairy-wrens by recording their behaviour when 
introduced into a novel environment. Personality is compared with various measures of constitutive immune 
function, including leukocyte analysis, complement activity and natural antibody activity. I also investigate what 
other factors may affect the covariance between personality and immunity, including sex, group size, age and 
body mass. This study will be among the first to characterise the relationship between personality and 
immunity in animals, and will provide a foundation for future investigation in this field. 
 

 

How do individual jack jumper ants learn to forage? 
 
Jayatilaka P, Zeil J, and Narendra A 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Foraging ants such as jack jumpers of Myrmecia croslandi travel as far as 15m from the nest to find food. This 
is no small feat considering these ants only measure about 10mm in body length. How do naive individuals 
develop the ability to navigate efficiently at the beginning of their foraging careers? Jack jumpers are solitary 
foragers that do not follow pheromone trails and are not known to use any other form of recruitment. The 
success of the first foraging trip thus depends exclusively on the individual forager and her ability to acquire 
and recall navigational information. We have individually marked all foragers of two nests and tracked their 
movements on the surface. When inexperienced ants leave the nest for the first few times, they perform 
‘learning walks’, as they have been described previously for desert and wood ants. During these learning 
walks all individuals perform short round trips within 1m of the nest and look around extensively. However, 
very rarely do they look back at the nest as other ants do. Today, I will discuss how these learning procedures 
are organized, the relationship between learning view directions and the first extended outward trip and how 
from then on most individuals remain faithful to one foraging direction. 
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Retinal oil droplets and intraspecific variation in avian vision 
 
Knott B1, Berg ML1, Davies WL2, Carvalho LS3, Buchanan KL1, Hunt DM4, Bowmaker JK3, 
and Bennett ATD1 
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Intraspecific variation in colour vision is known for many taxa, including primates and fish, but is unreported 
among birds. One reason may be that studies to date have used insufficient sample sizes, or inappropriate 
species. Sensory drive theories predict that species showing extreme intraspecific plumage colour variation 
would be candidates for investigating intraspecific variation in colour vision, visual physiology, and visually 
guided behaviours. Avian cones contain oil droplets, rich in filtering carotenoid pigments. Using two budgerigar 
colour morphs, we measured oil droplet density to test whether oil droplets are involved in a trade-off with 
plumage for limited pigment resources, such that colour morphs will show different oil droplet densities. We 
also used dietary manipulations to test whether dietary carotenoid intake would affect oil droplet density in 
crimson rosellas and zebra finches. In budgerigars, no significant differences were found in oil droplet density 
between colour morphs. In both crimson rosellas and zebra finches, small differences were found between 
treatment and control groups in single cone droplets, and much larger differences were found between 
treatments in the droplets in the double cones. Our studies show the double cones of zebra finches and 
crimson rosellas are affected by dietary carotenoid manipulation, but the single cones are unaffected. We also 
show that two budgerigar morphs did not differ in oil droplet concentration. In addition, we sequenced the 
crimson rosella visual pigment opsins, and found features in the rod opsin previously unknown in any 
vertebrate, with potential to enhance low light sensitivity and behaviour. 
 

 

A comparison of foraging strategies in Australasian gannets at two colonies in New 
Zealand 
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Houston M1, and Raubenheimer D1 
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Marine pelagic resources can present considerable challenges to predatory seabirds because prey are often 
widely and patchily distributed in space and time. We used GPS continuous data loggers to compare foraging 
behaviour of breeding Australasian gannets (Morus serrator) at two colonies in New Zealand that differ 
geographically and in population size: such as Cape Kidnappers (CK, East coast and 7,300 breeding pairs) 
and Farewell Spit (FS, West coast and 3,900 breeding pairs). A total of 28 foraging trips from individual 
foragers were recorded (17 from CK and 11 from FS). Gannets were found to forage maximum distances of 
71.60 km (± 44.10 km) from CK and 40.24 km (± 28.19 km) from FS, with total foraging path lengths of 316.13 
km (± 176.53 km) CK and 184.64 km (±188.95 km) FS and foraging trip durations of 27.79 h (± 9.23 h) CK 
and 14.73 h (± 10.68 h) FS. During foraging trips gannets spent on average 23.55% (± 7.46) of the time flying 
at CK and 29.22% (± 21.93) at FS, whereas they rest on the water an average of 75.45% (± 7.40) of the time 
at CK and 70.78%  (± 21.93) at FS. Significant differences in foraging strategies were observed between 
individual gannets from the different colonies that could be related to food availability and possible interactions 
with fisheries. These strategies are compared with Northern gannets, and their significance for successful 
foraging discussed. 
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Individual differences in temperament and sociality and their relationship to 
reproductive success in the eastern grey kangaroo Macropus giganteus 
 
Menz CS 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Within the last decade, application of social network analysis to animal populations has suggested that fission-
fusion societies, once thought to be composed of individuals joining and leaving groups at random, have a 
complex fine-scale social structure. In several mammalian species, social connectedness has been 
demonstrated to confer fitness benefits to individuals, yet little work has been done on the advantages of such 
associations in non-primate species, and almost none in marsupials. Recent work on eastern grey kangaroo 
(Macropus giganteus) populations using identifiable wild individuals has revealed significant preferred 
associations between individual females, but it remains unknown whether an individual’s degree of social 
cohesion predicts her reproductive success.  Using both observational and experimental methods, my PhD 
will address questions about individual differences in social connectedness and how they relate to home range 
size and reproductive success in female kangaroos. My work will build on previous years of behavioural and 
social network data for this population. I aim to test whether females with greater social connectedness 
experience greater reproductive success (as measured by offspring survival); if so, then possible mechanistic 
explanations for this will also be explored. My research will also attempt to elucidate whether a female’s home 
range determines who her close associates will be, or whether her social ties dictate her home range. 
Consistent individual differences in temperament may also influence a female’s patterns of association; hence 
the repeatability, temporal stability and heritability of temperament along the boldness-shyness axis will also 
be investigated. 
 

 

Navigational knowledge in homebound Australian sugar ants, Camponotus 
consobrinus 
 
Middleton EJT, Narendra A, and Zeil J 
Australian National University, Australia 
 
Inhabiting complex urban environments, the Australia sugar ant, Camponotus consobrinus, is confronted with 
landmark rich scenes as they forage. We are interested in the navigational strategies employed by C. 
consobrinus within these environments. We performed near and far displacement experiments on homebound 
solitary foraging ants, to identify which navigational strategies play a significant role in their return journeys. 
The near location was within their foraging range, whereas the far location was an unfamiliar area without 
shared landmark information. Foragers that were displaced at the near location could (1) be lost, as indicated 
by continuing search movements; (2) continue on in the direction where the nest would be had they not been 
displaced (indicating path integration); (3) compensate for the displacement and return to the nest (indicating 
landmark guidance). Foragers displaced at the far location could either (1) be lost; (2) continue on in the 
direction of the nest (PI). Each of these displaced ants were then released back on their original path and 
observed. We determined how directed each path was, and how correctly directed in predicted directions. We 
found that individuals displaced to the far location were poorly directed, generally remaining within one metre 
of the release. Individuals displaced to the near location however, were more directed, displaying an 
interaction between their path integration vector and landmark guidance. All individuals released back to their 
original path were correctly directed to the actual nest location, suggesting that C. consobrinus form route-
specific landmark memories that allow them to successfully navigate home. 
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To court or compete: Effects of aquatic pollution on male sexual displays in a desert 
dwelling fish 
 
Mossop KD1, Stuart-Fox D2, and Wong BBM1 
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Human-driven change affects ecosystems the world over, but our influence on sexual selection is only now 
starting to be realised and the evolutionary consequences remain controversial. The pollution and modification 
of aquatic environments is a particularly widespread problem that demands increased research attention. A 
common route of such impact is through elevated nutrient loads in water bodies, which can promote the rapid 
growth of aquatic vegetation and algae. We tested experimentally the effect of increased algal growth in the 
desert goby Chlamydogobius eremius, a small desert fish in which males court females and compete with 
neighbouring rivals. By measuring signalling effort and mating success, we investigated how males trade off 
between i) competing with a rival male (either smaller or larger than the focal male) and ii) courtship of a 
female when the visual environment differs. I will discuss implications for a potentially underappreciated role of 
phenotypic plasticity in adaptation to human-induced change. 
 

 

Developing a method for assessing avoidance learning in the jumping spider 
Servaea vestita 
 
Peckmezian T and Taylor P 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
The selection pressures underlying the evolution of invertebrate cognition are poorly understood, with existing 
research focusing heavily on higher vertebrates. Jumping spiders possess many characteristics that make 
them well suited as invertebrate models for comparative cognition, and a number of recent studies have 
demonstrated their capacity for flexible behaviour, route planning, representation and selective attention. To 
expand the utility of this spider family within the field of comparative cognition, my research aims to adapt 
methods conventionally used in the comparative vertebrate literature to assess cognitive processes in the 
jumping spider, Servaea vestita. One approach adopted widely across taxa uses electric shock as an aversive 
stimulus in paradigms assessing avoidance learning. In comparison to heat, repellant odours and noxious 
tastes as aversive stimuli, electric shock has the advantage of being precisely controlled, with onset, offset 
and affected area all occurring without spillover. Since very little is known about the effects of electric shock 
itself on invertebrate physiology or behaviour, an early aim of my research was to determine if shock causes 
lasting physiological or motivational changes, and if so, at what levels and durations? Here, I examine the 
changes in mobility resultant from brief shock exposure over a range of voltages, and follow with an 
examination of the effects of relatively long-term shock exposure on behaviour, mobility and biogenic amines. 
Determining which behavioural changes are resultant from the aversive stimulus itself are key in subsequently 
isolating the behavioural changes that are contingent on the chosen learning paradigm. 
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Exploring the relative importance of hue, luminosity and spatial frequency of cryptic 
body patterns from the perspective of a coral reef fish observer, Rhinecanthus 
aculeatus 
 
Phillips GAC, Cheney KL, and Marshall NJ 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Body patterns that resemble an aspect of the background are likely to be cryptic and body patterns that 
contrast with an aspect of the background are likely to be conspicuous to the intended signal receiver (Cott, 
1940; Endler, 1978). Generally, body patterns can vary in three main components from the pattern of a 
background – hue (colour), luminosity (brightness) and spatial frequency (repetition of within-body-pattern 
elements). Previous research has focussed on body patterns that use a combination of hue and luminosity to 
create either cryptic or conspicuous body patterns (Stevens & Merilaita, 2011). Recently, quantitative research 
has shown that organisms with body patterns that closely match one component (spatial frequency) of the 
background are likely to be cryptic to potential predators (Zylinski et al., 2011). Our initial results suggest 
spatial frequency alone to be important in creating a cryptic pattern against a background. Further work will 
attempt identify the relative importance of hue, luminosity and spatial frequency in cryptic body patterns from 
the perspective of the common reef fish observer, the Picasso triggerfish (Rhinecanthus aculeatus). As such 
this constitutes one of few attempts to study body pattern evolution from a signal receiver’s perspective in the 
coral reef environment. 
 

 

Cannibalism and infection in the Australian plague locust 
 
Pulpitel TJ, Ponton F, and Simpson SJ 
University of Sydney, Australia 
 
Cannibalism is quite a common behaviour amongst many species with various events leading to and 
transpiring from its occurrence. Mass migration in the Australian Plague Locust, Chortoicetes terminifera, is 
one such phenomenon. Rapid population growth is quickly followed by the depletion of local resources, which 
necessitates the search for nutrients, in particular protein and water. Therefore, in a resource-lacking 
environment, what better place for a locust to find such nutrients than in other individuals. The way to avoid 
falling victim to a hungry conspecific is to align with one’s moving neighbours. Consequently locust 
cannibalism is often described as the driving force behind collective movement. Cannibalism in C. terminifera 
has been shown to increase in occurrence as a result of not only nutrient deficiencies but also prey 
vulnerability. Smaller, slower or less mobile locusts habitually become the first victims. However, since locusts 
are known to compensate for deficiencies by balancing their nutrient intake, do they also have the capacity to 
weigh the costs of infection to the benefits of a balanced diet? Will a protein-starved locust select an 
uninfected victim over a more vulnerable infected one? Whether C. terminifera demonstrates infection-based 
victim choice during cannibalism is a leading question of this project, particularly as pathogen type may also 
influence such risk-taking behaviour. Ultimately, the potential exploitation of locust infectivity through 
cannibalistic behaviour could facilitate more effective management of pest outbreaks. 
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Prey type and prey size induce differential plasticity in the predatory behaviour of the 
orb-weaving spider Araneus sp. (Araneae: Araneidae) 
 
Rendon D 
Universidad de los Andes, Colombia 
*Current affiliation: Macquarie University, Australia 
 
In Araneid spiders, the added cost of producing silk and building an orbweb has an influence on the ability of 
being able to catch and subdue a wider range of prey types and sizes. However, in the process of prey 
manipulation, the spider must be able to adjust its behavior according to its prey, since a large prey could be 
difficult to subdue, a small prey may not offer enough nutritional rewards, and different prey species have 
diverse defense mechanisms. To evaluate variations in the predatory behavior, different prey types 
(Orthoptera, Diptera) of different sizes were offered to individuals of Araneus sp. under controlled conditions. 
The occurrence and intensity of seven discrete behaviors were observed (approach, bite, palp, wrap, retreat, 
carry, reject), in addition to latency time to attack and number of transitions between behaviors was recorded. 
The results showed that prey size affected the behaviors of wrap, reject and bite when attacking 
grasshoppers; and palp, retreat and bite when attacking flies. Number of transitions was affected by prey size 
with flies only. Latency time to attack had no relationship with prey size, but flies are attacked more rapidly 
than grasshoppers. All the observed variations support the hypothesis that different prey characteristics 
influence the plasticity of the predatory behavior of Araneus sp. according to the costs of manipulation and the 
potential energetic benefits obtained. 
 

 

Changes in memory related gene expression during spatial learning in honeybees 
(Apis mellifera) 
 
Rozgonyi EE, Perry CJ, and Barron AB 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Before honey bees begin to forage outside the hive they undertake a series of orientation flights during which 
they learn the location of the hive and landmarks to help them navigate.  My aim is to explore the molecular 
mechanisms at work during this critical learning phase.  The mushroom body (MB) is a region of the honeybee 
brain, which has been demonstrated to play a role in sensory integration, learning and memory.  I will focus on 
changes in the expression of target genes within the MB following both natural and manipulated orienting 
behaviours.  Bees will be marked with radio frequency identification tags, which are detected by a reader at 
the hive entrance, allowing me to sample across a range of flight experience. A combination of mensurative 
and manipulated samples will be collected as follows: bees at specific time points following first orientation 
flight, bees with different amounts of flight experience, and bees with varying levels of environmental 
enrichment during their first-flight experience. Subsequently, real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 
will be used to quantify relative expression of target genes including the DNA Methyltransferase (DNMT) 
family, a homologue of cAMP response element-binding protein (AmCREB) and cAMP-dependent kinase 
(PKA), all of which are crucial in the formation and storage of long term memories.  This study will contribute 
novel data on the ontogeny of the ecologically relevant behaviors of foraging and orientation and will provide 
insights into the molecular basis of spatial learning and memory in honeybees. 
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Linking personality traits, mating behaviour, and colouration in the guppy Poecilia 
reticulata  
 
Santostefano F, Fanson KV, Endler JA, and Biro PA 
Deakin University, Australia 
 
In recent years, it has become widely recognized that animals exhibit consistent individual differences (CIDs) 
in behaviour.  However, we have a poor understanding of how these behavioural types are related to an 
individual’s fitness – either survival or reproduction. Because activities such as predator escape, habitat 
exploration, courtship, etc. are energetically costly, physiological constraints may underlie personality traits 
and link behaviours across different contexts.  The purpose of this study was two-fold: 1) examine how CIDs in 
behaviour relate to mating behaviour in males, and 2) test whether colouration can predict behavioural types.  
We repeatedly measured the behaviour (activity, feeding, boldness) of isolated male guppies to characterize 
each individual. We then observed the males interacting with females to assess their energy allocation to 
displays, sneaky copulations and chasing. We also measured male colouration, a secondary sexual trait, to 
link personality to phenotype and male quality.  By developing a better understanding of how CIDs in 
behaviour affect different aspects of individual fitness, we can begin to explore the evolutionary implications of 
personality. 

 

Inhibition of extinction learning after acute cocaine treatment in honey bees 
 
Søvik E and Barron AB 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
Drugs of abuse are believed to alter behaviour by disruption of brain reward systems. It has been suggested 
that drugs of abuse, like cocaine, alter the persistence of drug-associated memories, and that this contributes 
to persistent drug seeking behaviour. Our research uses honey bees as a simple model system to investigate 
the basic mechanisms by which drugs of abuse alter brains to affect behaviour. Here we report how acute 
cocaine treatment affects the extinction of reward-associated memories in honey bees, as a model for how 
drugs of abuse alter memory persistence. 
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Evolution of optimal signals in Chrysomelid larvae 
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The coloration patterns of animals is thought to reduce the risk of predator detection, warn predators of the 
prey’s unpalatabliity, or fool a predator into mistaking the prey for something else. The extraordinary diversity 
of chrysomelid leaf beetle colour patterns offers an excellent model system to investigate these issues. 
Chrysomelids are exposed when feeding on their host plants, and thus vulnerable to attacks by predators and 
parasites. An individual’s colour patterns are unlikely to remain static throughout its lifetime. While current 
studies tend to focus on the colour patterns of adult organisms, the effectiveness of protective colour patterns 
may change during the different life-history stages of an individual: the optimal colour patterns of a first instar 
larvae may not be the same for a final instar larvae or adult. Together with their contrasting colour patterns, 
the larvae of certain species of chrysomelid appear to advertise their defences to visually hunting predators. 
The colour patterns of these larvae change towards the later instars to include dark lateral stripes. We 
investigate the significance of the signals derived from the contrasting colour patterns in chrysomelid larvae by 
a combination of field experiments and natural history data. Using larvae models with different colour patterns 
in the field, we monitor the disturbance rate on the different model types. We discuss our findings in the 
context of the optimal signals that larvae adopt throughout their development. 
 

 

Sexual conflict in the Pacific: Evidence for sympatric speciation and interspecies 
sexual mimicry in a pair of traumatically inseminating insects 
 
Tatarnic NJ1,2 and Cassis G1 
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Sexual conflict is widely accepted as a significant evolutionary driver, which can fuel coevolutionary arms 
races between the sexes and may even lead to speciation. In the traumatically inseminating plant bug genus 
Coridromius, mating is aggressive and fast, with males pouncing on unsuspecting females, and females 
thrashing, kicking and jumping in an effort to dislodge their would-be suitors. Here I report the discovery of two 
sister species of Coridromius living sympatrically on the same host plants in Tahiti, and present evidence of 
sympatric speciation and interspecies sexual mimicry, both driven by sexual conflict. 
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Investigating mate preferences of hybridising Pacific black ducks (Anas superciliosa) 
and domestic mallards (A. platyrhynchos) 
 
Taysom A, Johnson J, and Guay J 
Victoria University, Australia 
 
Dabbling ducks are subject to many threatening processes that can result in extinction. A threat that is 
generally overlooked is hybridisation with introduced Mallards. Hybridisation between Mallards and other 
dabbling ducks, with which they co-occur, can take place via two different processes, forced extra-pair 
copulations (FEPC) and inter-specific pairings. Mallards are often larger and more aggressive than native 
sexually monomorphic dabbling ducks species. They tend also to have a longer breeding season than other 
duck species and their aggressive nature can lead to inter-specific FEPCs. Alternatively, inter-specific pairings 
can occur through either female preference for more dominant, exuberant males or mistaken identity through 
similar courtship displays. Mate choice studies between American Black Ducks and Mallards have shown that 
female American Black Ducks prefer their own species. However, in a separate set of experiments, female 
American Black Ducks preferred dominant Mallard males over intra-specific pairings. Similarly, a New Zealand 
study between wild Mallards and Grey Ducks, a Pacific Black Duck subspecies, found that female Grey Ducks 
also preferred intra-specific matings. However, the effect of dominance was not tested. Unlike Mallards 
released in New Zealand, Mallards in Australia are typically of a domestic origin. My study will test for female 
Pacific Black Duck preference between domestic Mallard and Pacific Black Duck and will also test for 
dominance between the two groups. Confirmation of the processes that lead to hybridisation will help to 
strategise management plans to control a potential problem. 
 

 

Repeatability and the structure of male courtship in Argiope spiders 
 
Wignall AE, Kemp DJ, and Herberstein ME 
Macquarie University, Australia 
 
The measurement of repeatability in behaviour is important for understanding the intrinsic quality of 
individuals, and as a step toward assessing trait heritability. Measuring repeatability often comprises the 
assessment of individuals within a single context, measured over two or three trials. However, the validity of 
using limited numbers of trials has recently come under scrutiny. The methods used for assessing 
repeatability become even more complex when measuring behaviours that are potentially influenced by the 
behaviour of a second individual (e.g., courtship and contest behaviours). Here, we present the results of 
repeatability assays measuring courtship behaviour in the web-building spiders Argiope radon and Argiope 
keyserlingi (Araneae, Araneidae) as a step toward understanding selection for courtship traits in spiders. We 
assayed male courtship behaviour by allowing males to commence courtship along a single thread of dragline 
silk pulled from a virgin adult female. Males were assayed with silk from one female (five trials) and with five 
different females (five trials). Within these assays, we measured male shuddering behaviour, an important and 
ubiquitous element of courtship in Argiope spiders. We found high repeatability within males for shuddering 
behaviour. Male courtship was then recorded in a complete web, simulating ‘natural’ conditions, and males 
were allowed to copulate. We then analysed courtship structure and reproductive success (defined by copula 
duration and number of viable offspring). Male courtship performance within repeatability assays was 
compared to ‘natural’ courtship behaviour. This allows us to predict how male performance under controlled 
conditions relates to male performance under ‘natural’ conditions. 
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Searching behaviour of Dolichogenidea tasmanica in response to different larval 
instars of LBAM 
 
Yazdani M, Keller MA, and Yi F 
University of Adelaide, Australia 
 
Dolichogenidea tasmanica (Hymenoptera: Braconidae) is the dominant parasitoid of light brown apple moth 
Epiphyas postvittana (Lepidoptera: Tortricidae; LBAM), which is the most destructive insect pest in Australian 
vineyards. The purpose of this research was to determine if the host’s developmental stage can influence the 
parasitoid’s searching behaviour.  D. tasmanica was released in a wind tunnel and its behavioural responses 
to different larval stages of LBAM were recorded.  Preliminary observations were conducted to develop a 
catalogue of wasp behaviour that is associated with searching for hosts. It is possible to distinguish 3 different 
behavioural phases: pre-flight, flight and post-landing. Experimental treatments were for first, second or third 
instars of LBAM on a leaf of Plantago lanceolata.  A single mated naive parasitoid was released 25 cm 
downwind from the infested leaf at a wind speed of 20 cm/s at 21 ± 2°C. Behaviour was recorded with a 
computer using event-recorder software. Observation time per individual was limited to 10 min, and repeated 
18 times for each treatment.   Observations indicate that wasp behaviour differs substantially among host 
instars, and the sex ratio of offspring varies according to host instar. The results indicate that the susceptibility 
of LBAM to parasitism by D. tasmanica varies among instars. 
 

 

Aggression levels between colour morphs of the tawny dragon lizard Ctenophorus 
decresii 
 
Yewers M and Stuart-Fox D 
University of Melbourne, Australia 
 
Colour polymorphism is the coexistence of two or more discrete colour forms within an interbreeding 
population and is observed in a wide range of taxa. Colour morphs often differ in suites of associated 
morphological, physiological and/or behavioural traits. These suites of traits frequently correspond to different 
behavioural strategies, particularly mating tactics. Alternate reproductive strategies can account for the 
maintenance of polymorphisms within a population, with morphs having equal fitness over time or a fitness 
advantage when rare. We are investigating behavioural differences among colour morphs of the Australian 
tawny dragon lizard Ctenophorus decresii.  Populations in the southern Flinders Ranges have four distinct 
male colour morphs with orange, yellow, grey and orange-yellow throats which are fixed at sexual maturity. 
Tawny dragons are highly territorial and engage in complex aggressive displays where individuals extend and 
lower their throats and perform hind-leg push ups and lateral compressions suggesting that colour is used as 
a sexual signal. Here we describe variation among morphs in aggression levels in response to simulated 
territorial intrusions in a wild population. 
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The mystery of assortative pairing for spot number in diamond firetails 
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The Diamond Firetail is an endemic Australian finch that is declining nationally in woodlands. Previously we 
showed that females have more white flank spots than males, females with many spots win intra-sexual food 
contests, and female spot number predicts PHA response. There were no such patterns in males. Intriguingly, 
we also experimentally showed that males preferred females with many spots – but females had no 
preference for male spot number. Despite this lack of female preference, we found assortative pairing for spot 
number in captivity and in the wild. If females are not using male spot number for mate choice, what cues are 
females using that covary with male spot number? Males perform a bobbing courtship display and wave long 
stems of grass. Does male bobbing display correlate with male spot number? Does male colour or spot 
brightness correlate with spot number? The results show that male bobbing display with grass waving was 
correlated with male spot number (but sample size was low) and males with many spots consistently out-
competed males with low spots for access to grass stems used for nest building. Although spot number did 
not change across season or year, male – and not female – spot brightness was highest at the onset of the 
breeding season. We suggest that females use male spot brightness (or spot contrast) for mate preference, 
and that this correlates with spot number. Males may increase their long-distance detectability to females by 
bobbing on a branch exposing their bright spots at the onset of the breeding season. 
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